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Carrino Will Fight Suit
By Josephine Policastro
■ In an exclusive interview Monday, 
at his trailer site on the MSC quarry, 
Louis Carrino declared, " I  have not 
refused to accept the summons."
The contractor was refuting 
sources which last week told the 
MONTCLARION that he had refused 
to accept his summons. Carrino says 
he has not seen the document as no 
one has brought it to him.
THE SUMMONS referred to was 
filed with the Chancery Divsion of 
the Passaic County Superior Court on 
Sept. 15 by Sherry Gibble, deputy 
state attorney general.
"The Little Falls police have 
intimidated my customers from 
coming here," Carrino stated. He 
feels that a few college officials are 
guilty of a conspiracy w ith the town
Brigade
Pushes
P rotest
By Barbara Ponsi
The Committee to Fight Tuition 
Hike, an organization formed at 
William Paterson College, Ftamapo 
College, Stockton State College and 
Kean College distributed leaflets in 
the Student Center lobby Wednesday 
calling <for observance of a statewide 
armband day on Wed., Oct. 29.
As stated in the leaflet, "On Oct. 
29 students at all state colleges will 
wear armbands in a show of 
solidarity among students and our 
opposition to a tuition hike. Mass 
rallies will also be held on this day."
SGA PRESIDENT Manny C. 
Menendez commented that the 
decision of MSC to observe state 
armband day is dependent on input 
he receives from SGA legislators.
" I  w ill bring up state armband day 
in the announcements at next 
Tuesday's SGA meeting and from 
there we w ill make a decision on 
whether or not to observe it,"  he 
added.
The Committee to Fight Tuition 
Hike was founded by the 
Revolutionary Student Brigade and 
according to Menendez, their 
distribution of leaflets in the lobby 
was not approved by the SGA.
MENENDEZ STATED that the 
SGA was planning to conduct a 
tuition information forum shortly 
where students would meet with 
representatives of the SGA and the 
New Jersey Student Association 
(NJSA) for the purpose of obtaining 
information on actions the state 
legislaturei has been taking.
" I t  is important for students to 
first have adequate information 
before we have any mass marches or 
demonstrations , "  Menendez 
commented.
He added that marches or 
demonstrations are premature at this 
time because the question of tu ition 
increases are not on the agenda of the 
state legislature yet.
of Little Falls in an effort to drive 
him out of business and o ff the 
landfill project. "  They don't want me 
to do the job," Carrino stated.
" I f  necessary I w ill take this to the 
Federal Court and the Supreme 
Court," the Belleville contractor said.
CARRINO ADDED that he has 
already contacted the FBI and the 
United States Attorney about his 
case. "I am hoping that there is one 
man in the state of New Jersey with 
enough manhood to accept the 
responsibility of this project and 
investigate it ,"  he proclaimed.
Carrino said that he will stay in the 
quarry and not be pushed o ff his job 
because the items in the summons are 
not true. Specific charges against 
Carrino include: 1) bis not installing 
an impervious caly liner, 2) his 
adding pollution to the area, and 3) 
his not having insurance certificates, 
thus exposing MSC to possible claims 
and liabilities.
Deputy state attorney general 
Gibble told the MONTCLARION 
that Carrino had called her and 
arrangements were going to be made 
in order to have his summons served 
shortly. She further stated that the 
Essex County sheriff's office and 
Passaic County sheriff's office had 
gone to Carrino's business and the 
MSC quarry respectively but at those 
times, Carrino had not been there.
WHEN FURTHER questioned
Gibble was asked why Carrino had 
not been contacted at his residence in 
Bloomfield, the lawyer replied, "I 
don't like to serve a summons at a 
person's house." She then added, 
"Besides, I don't know his home 
address."
Carrino told the MONTCLARION 
he feels the reason he has not been
served the summons is because of 
stalling in an effort to delay things in 
the hopes of his abandoning the 
project. He declared, " I f  they wanted 
to find me they'd find me."
As was reported in the Sept. 18 
and Oct. 16 issues of the 
MONTCLARION the document 
states, "Carrino's breach of the
landfill contract was and is a matter 
of great concern to MSC."
CARRINO ALSO said that no one 
called him but if they had 
arrangements could have been easily 
made to serve the summons.
When Carrino is served he w ill have 
20 days in which to reply to the 
complaint.
Workers Picket Site
By Phil Salerno
Protesting the wage scale practices 
of CAT Electric Co., Inc. members of 
a local electricians union are 
picketing the student apartment 
construction site on Clove Rd.
CAT, a non-union firm , controls 
the site work construction on the 
job. Site work includes lighting and 
telephone fixtures along w ith  power 
outlets for Public Service, according 
to Jerome Quinn, acting vice' 
-president of administration and 
finance .
THE UNION, Local 102 of the 
International Brotherhood of 
Electrical Workers, Paterson, began 
picketing the site Oct. 19 protesting 
CAT's alleged failure to abide by the 
state Prevailing Wage Act.
Lou Baram, business manager for 
the union, explained, "There are
wage standards set up that must be 
followed and they are not. We are 
not protesting because they are not 
in the union. CAT does not pay the 
wage rate so we are protesting what 
we feel is unfair competition."
Mike Catalfano, owner of CAT 
Electric, denied these allegations. 
"We, by law," Catalfano said, "are 
required to pay wages, according to 
the Prevailing Wage Act, set to union 
standards. This plus our own benefits 
are better than what the union offers.
"THIS IS only a harassment tactic 
to join the union," Catalfano said.
The apartment site is located on 
Clove Rd., adjacent to the New 
Jersey Broadcasting Authority tower. 
Scheduled for completion July 1, 
1976, the apartments w ill consist of 
two bedroom apartments with a total 
of 350 beds.
Following a meeting with Ed 
Schartz, deputy attorney general for 
the Division of Buildings and 
Construction, an agreement with 
the various union and contract 
lawyers and that "construction would 
proceed "  was reached.
THE AGREEMENT calls for an 
additional gate to be placed on the 
site allowing the non-union 
employees to enter thereby avoiding 
"the  conflict at the primary gate 
which will be reserved for union 
members" A spokesman for the 
union protesters, a well dressed group 
of six men, commented that they 
(the protesters) would remain at the 
site with their signs as long as the law 
allows. Baram, via telephone, said the 
union was not planning any further 
a c tiv itie s  to protest CAT's 
participation.
Cherry Claims 
Plot to Fire Him
By Irene McKnight
" I  think they got together in a 
back room and said ‘We don't like 
what he teaches -  get him out.'
In this way, Dr. Robert Cherry, 
associate professor of economics, 
explained the recent decision of the 
Personnel Advisory Committee 
(PAC) of the economics department 
not to recommend Cherry's 
retention.
THE PAC decision came as a result 
of three class evaluations by 
professors in the economics 
department who claimed that Cherry 
was unclear when explaining 
concepts in economics.
The PAC report also said that 
Cherry's teaching effectiveness had 
declined, explaining the change from 
the good PAC recommendations that 
Cherry had received for the past 
three years.
According to John Messina, 
president of the Student Personnel 
Advisory Committee, the SPAC gave 
Cherry a favorable report. Messina 
said that the SPAC is considering not 
doing any further evaluations until 
their authority is determined.
THE FIRST decision concerning 
the rehiring of Cherry w ill be made 
by Dr. Suresh A. Desai, chairman of 
the economics department on Fri., 
Oct. 24. Desai refused to comment, 
saying that the issue was "under
discussion."
Cherry considers the PAC decisi on 
"overwhelmingly political." In a 
petition filed by faculty members of 
the School of Social and Behavioral 
Sciences, Cherry was described as one 
of the most "controversial faculty 
members on campus."
The petition reads, "He is a 
Marxist communist, which places him 
d ire c t ly  in  c o n flic t with 
establishment economics. Nationally, 
Marxist economists have been subject 
to widespread political repression."
"THEY’ RE (MEMBERS of the 
economics department) afraid of 
people with different opinions," 
Cherry stated. He added that teachers 
in the economics department "want 
to present their own dogmatic view 
of economics."
He explained that he was filing a 
two-part grievance including a claim 
of violation of procedure, since the 
evaluations were not handed in by 
deadline time, and a second claim of 
the stifling of academic freedom.
Members of the economics club 
and other students, led by Alexander 
Anderson, are presently circulating 
petitions requesting the rehiring of 
Cherry. Anderson noted that any 
students in the economics or business 
department who are interested in 
circulating petitions should pick 
them up i n Cherry's office.
MONTCLARION/Sue Castner
NUTHOUSE: An earnest contestant gobbles down the goods in the peanut 
eating contest Monday, sponsored by the Student Intramural Leisure Council. 
Participants came dose to equalling the world record but, according to SILC 
chairman Mary Ellen Mahan, they d idn 't quite make it.
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TODAY, THURS. OCT. 23 
REGISTRATION. Spring semester 
1976 schedule booklets and 
registration forms available in 
departmental offices, to be due in 
registrar's office on Fri., Oct. 24. 
REGISTRATION. For pinochle 
intramural activities, sponsored by 
the Student Intramural Leisure 
Council. SILC office, Student Center 
fourth floor, Monday through 
Friday, through Fri., Oct. 24. 
APPLICATIONS DUE. Graduating 
and certififcation students eligible for 
January 1976 teaching certificates 
should apply at the registrar's office 
through Fri., Nov. 14.
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE. For 
upcoming student exhibition Nov. 
11-14, sponsored by the fine arts 
council, in the fine arts department 
office or the SGA office.
EXHIBIT. "Borrowed in New 
Jersey," sponsored by the cultural 
programming office. Gallery One, 
Monday through Friday, 9 am-5 pm. 
Free.
WORKSHOP. "A ll About Resumes" 
fe a tu r in g  C h a rlo tte  Brower, 
sponsored by the Women's Center. 
Women’s Center, 9:30-11:30 am. 
Free.
RING SALES. Sponsored by SGA. 
Center lobby, 10 am-3 pm and 5-7 
pm. $20 deposit required.
SIGN-UP. For Thurs., Nov. 6 
WNBC-tv Studio Tour, sponsored by 
CLUB Travel and Leisure. Center 
lobby, Monday through Friday, 10 
am-3 pm (through Wed., Oct. 29). 
Admission $2.
ART FORUM. Lecture featuring 
critic John Perreault, sponsored by 
the fine arts department. Calcia 
Auditorium, 1-3 pm. Free.
MEETING. Phi Chi Theta general 
membership. Center ballrooms, 4 pm. 
DINNER. Sponsored by Phi Beta 
Lambda. Center formal dining room,
6 pm.
M E E T IN G . B lack S tudents 
Cooperative Union (BSCU) general 
membership. Center fourth floor 
conference room, 8 pm.
MEETING. Riding Club general 
membership and all interested
975
students. Center fourth floor meeting 
room one, 8 pm.
SENIO R RECITAL. Featuring 
pianist Constance Getz, sponsored by 
the music department. McEachern 
Recital Hall, 8 pm. Free.
DORM PARTY. Sponsored by Stone 
Hall community. Stone Hall lounge, 
8:30 pm.
DRAMA. "Dark of the Moon" in 
Major Theater Series production. 
Memorial Auditorium, 8:30 pm. 
Admission: students, $1.25; senior 
citizens, $2; others, $2.50.
and the Jesse Dixon Singers, 
sponsored by CLUB. Panzer Gym, 8 
pm.
MON., OCT. 27
GUITAR LESSONS. Sponsored by 
SILC. Center fourth floor meeting 
rooms three and four, 9 am. 
JEWELRY SALE. Sponsored by 
CLUB Travel and Leisure. Center 
lobby, 10 am-3 pm.
MEETING. Marketing Club general 
membership and all interested 
students. Center fourth floor meeting 
rooms, 4 pm.
FRI., OCT. 24
T R I-S T A T E  CO NFERENCE. 
Sponsored by BSCU. Center 
ballrooms.
DRAMA. "Dark of the Moon" in 
Major Theater Series production. 
Memorial Auditorium, 2:15 and 8:30 
pm.
WOMEN'S TENNIS. Trenton State 
College. Tennis courts, 4 pm. 
SENIO R RECITAL. Featuring 
pianist Barbara Landi, sponsored by 
the music department. McEachern 
Recital Hall, 8 pm.
SAT., OCT. 25
MASS. Sponsored by Newman 
community. Newman House, 6:30 
pm.
DISCO PARTY. Sponsored by the 
Spanish Club. Life Hall Cafeteria, 7 
pm. Admission: $2.50.
DRAMA. "Dark of the Moon" in 
Major Theater Series production. 
Memorial Auditorium, 8:30 pm. 
SUN., OCT. 26
MASS. Studio Theater, 11 am. 
Newman House, 7 :30 pm.
FACULTY RECITAL. Featuring 
organist Russell Hayton, sponsored 
by the music department. McEachern 
Recital Hall, 4 pm. Free.
MEETING. Latin American Student 
Organization general membership and 
all interested students. Center fourth 
floor conference room, 7-8:30 pm. 
CONCERT. Featuring Paul Simon
AUDITIONS. For "To Kiss the Sky," 
sponsored by Players. Center 
ballroom C, 6 pm.
YOGA LESSONS. Sponsored by the 
Women’s Center, subject to prior 
registration and $12 payment. 
W omen's C enter; beginning, 
6:30-8:15 pm; intermediate, 8-9:15 
pm.
MEETING. Intervarsity Christian 
Fellowship general membership. 
Center fourth floor meeting rooms, 
7:30 pm.
FOLK DANCING. Sponsored by the 
International Student Organization. 
Life Hall Cafeteria, 8 pm.
TUES., OCT. 28
OPEN LUNCH HOUR. Sponsored by 
Newman community. Newman 
House, 11 am-2 pm.
WOMEN'S TENNIS. Glassboro State 
College. Tennis courts, 4 pm. 
MEETING. SGA legislature and all 
interested students. Center fourth 
floor meeting rooms, 4 pm. 
M E E T IN G . Conservation Club 
general membership and all interested 
students. Center fourth floor meeting 
rooms, 4 pm.
M E E T IN G . C L U B  general 
membership. Center fourth floor 
conference room, 6 pm.
ISRAELI DANCING. Sponsored by 
Jewish Student Union. Life Hall 
Cafeteria, 7-8 pm. Free.
presents ANNUAL
HALLOWEEN 
CATACOMB
Oct. 29 Life Ha II 
Cafeteria
75C with costune $1 without
Peanuts, Coffee and Tea 
Cider and Don uts
sponsored by the Dance Club. 
College High Gym, 7:30 pm. 
Admission: SGA ID, 50 cents; others, 
$1.
H A L L O W E E N  C A T A C O M B . 
Sponsored by CLUB Catacomb. Life 
Hall Cafeteria, 8 pm. Admission: 75 
cents w ith costumes, $1 without. 
SENIOR RECITAL. Featuring 
guitarist Don Frost, sponsored by the 
music department. McEachern 
Recital Hall, 8 pm. Free.
THE
PAPERBACK 
BOOK SHOP
50,000 Paperbacks in Stock!
We Specialize in Filling 
Orders for Students!
A t the Five Corners!
580 Bloomfield Ave. 
Bloomfield, NJ 743-4740
WED., OCT. 29
WORKSHOP. "What About the Next 
30 Years?" featuring Charlotte 
Brower, sponsored by the Women's 
Center. Women's Center, 9:30-11:30 
am. Free.
LECTURE/DISCUSSION. "New 
Jersey Equal Rights Amendment -- 
What It Is and What It Isn't" 
featuring Women's Center director 
Dr. Constance Waller, sponsored by 
the Women's Center. Women's 
Center, noon. Free.
FILM. "T o  Die in Madrid," 
sponsored by LASO and the 
Educational Opportunity Fund 
(EOF). Center ballroom A, 1 pm. 
Free.
MEETING. Alpha Phi Omega general 
membership. Center fourth floor 
conference room, 7 pm.
RECITAL. "Contemporary Poetry" 
fe a tu r in g  G ioseppe Toseano, 
sponsored by the Italian Club. Center 
ballrooms, 7 pm. Free.
MASTER CLASS. Social Dancing 
fe a tu r in g  Dr. Dannis Eaton,
You've 
been there.
How you 
can help 
them.
They’ve got a long way to 
go. In a world that isn’t easy.
But with someone’s help, 
they’ll make it. What they need 
is a friend. Someone to act as 
confidant and guide. Perhaps, 
it could be you as a Salesian 
Priest or Brother.
The Salesians of St. John 
Bosco were founded in 1859 to
serve youth. Unlike other orders whose apostolate has changed 
with varying conditions, the Salesians always have been — and 
will be, youth oriented. Today we’re helping to prepare young­
sters for the world that awaits them tomorrow. Not an easy 
task but one which we welcome.
And how do we go about it? By following the precepts of 
our founder, Don Bosco. To crowd out evil with reason, religion 
and kindness with a method of play, learn and pray. We’re 
trying to build better communities by helping to create better men.
As a Salesian, you are guaranteed the chance to help 
the young in a wide range of endeavor. . .  as guidance counsel­
ors, technical and academic teachers, as coaches, 
psychologists . . .  in boys clubs, summer camps . . .  as mission­
aries. And you are given the kind of training you need to 
achieve your aims.
The Salesian family is a large one (we are the third largest 
order) but a warm one. A community with an enthusiastic family 
feeling where not only our talents are shared but our short­
comings, too. If you feel as we do, that service to youth can be 
an important mission in your life, we welcome your interest.
For more information about Salesian Priests and 
Brothers, mail this coupon to:
Father Joseph, S.D.B. Room B-246
SalesiansOF ST. JOHN BOSCOFilors Lane, West Haverstraw, N.Y. 10993
I am interested in the Priesthood □  Brotherhood □
Name. Age.
Street Address.
City_________ State. .Z ip -
College Attending. 
Claea of.
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The SGA plans to reinstltute its practice of making 
medical prescriptions available to students at discount 
rates next month, pending pharmacy bidding procedures, 
according to SGA president Manny C. Menendez.
The year-old program which enables students to 
purchase prescription drugs at a reduced price from a 
specific pharmacy having a legal contract with the SGA 
has been delayed because of legal questions regarding last 
year's administration of the program, Menendez said.
He cited a state law calling fo r the equal opportunity of 
pharmacies in a given area to bid on the specifications of 
proposals, explaining that equal opportunity could best 
be insured by extensi ve publicizing of the proposals up for 
bidding and the date when bids would be accepted.
MENENDEZ QUESTIONED whether or not such 
methods of bidding were practiced last year and deemed 
it necessary to insure that the program would be carried 
out through proper legal channels this year by directing 
inquires towards the NJ Board of Pharmacy and the NJ 
insurance commissioner, thus causing a delay in its 
initiation.
The NJ insurance department replied that the 
pharmacy program was not subject to its regulations and 
the NJ Board of Pharmacy replied that the only
stipulation was that no pharmacy be "precluded from 
soliciting the contract," according to Menendez.
In order to comply with legal requirements, Menendez 
outlined his plans to publicize the contract being bidded 
on which include a legal notice to be printed in local 
newspapers 10 days before the date that bids w ill be 
accepted, publication of the bidding in a professional 
pharmaceutical journal and notice of the bidding to be 
put on record in Trenton with the NJ Board of Pharmacy.
"WE W ILL accept the bid which includes low cost but 
high quality," Menendez stated, adding, "We will solicit 
drugstores within a minimum of a five mile radius."
Menendez commented that the cost of the prescription 
to the student w ill probably be from $1-$1.50, although 
he added that it could conceivably be free, depending on 
the bids received.
The program is funded through student activity fees. 
Last year 23 cents a student per month was taken from 
these fees, amounting to a total cost of $1700 per month 
for seven months.
MENENDEZ MENTIONED that the SGA was strongly 
considering establishing locations where students could 
leave o ff their prescriptions in the morning and pick them
Com m ittee Lists 
Security  Questions
up later in the day. -- Ponsi
By Barbara Ponsi
The SGA committee to investigate 
the police/security system on campus 
held its first meeting on Monday and 
SGA legislator Chris Confroy was 
elected to chair the committee.
Confroy, who is also a member of 
the Council on Commuter Affairs 
(COCA) stated that the committee 
would meet w ith James Lockhart, 
director of security and Jerome 
Q u in n , v ice  president of 
administration! and finance on Wed., 
Oct. 29 at 10 am in the SGA 
lesislative conference room.
SGA PRESIDENT Manny C. 
Menendez convened the meeting and 
outlined the kinds of things the 
committee should consider in 
‘ conducting its investigation. He 
turned over the information he has 
thus far gained from personally
M O N T C L A R IO N /J o h n  Scruggs
INVASION!: Arm y reserve recruiters came on campus Saturday, tank and all, 
to talk about the service with interested dorm residents. The tank settled to 
park for the inspection o f curious onlookers in the parking area between Bohn 
and Webster Halls.
CO-OP ELECTS PRESIDENT
Craft Shop to 
Reopen Nov. 3
By Janet Byrne
The Craft Shop, an on-campus retail leather goods workshop where students 
can produce handmade items for less than half the list price of comparable, 
store-bought products, is tentatively scheduled to open Mon., Nov. 3, 
according to Manny C. Menendez, SGA president.
Operated last school year and summer by the Faculty-Student Co-op, the 
Craft Shop is now under the direction of the SGA and is located in Life Hall 
between the cafeteria and the Jewish Student Union office.
A former instructor in the Craft Shop has reported that the workshop is 
busiest before December. A t that time last year it was not unusual for as many 
as 20 persons making Christmas gifts to be accomodated simultaneously in the 
Craft Shop which was then situated in the room adjacent to the Rathskeller, 
Rick Melando, the instructor, said.
MELANDO SAID it  takes about two hours to make a belt. Tools and a 
book of patterns on which to model leather proucts are available and "  you 
don’t  have to be creative," Melando added.
The shoes, belts, pocketbooks, etc. w ill be of a better quality than leather 
products purchased in a store, w ill cost less than half price and can become 
custom-made if a student deviates from the pattern, Melando commented.
According to Menendez, in addition to creating their own products, 
students may buy items made by the instructors, most of which w ill be sold at 
cost.
IT IS likely that the Craft Shop hours w ill remain unchanged from last year, 
despite the current interim closing during which the SGA is preparing the Life 
Hall location for use.
The shop was open last semester Monday through Thursday 10 am-noon 
and 1-5 pm with evening hours Tuesday through Thursday 6-10 pm.
talking to campus police officers and 
from research he has done one the 
subject to each individual committee 
member.
Among the matters being 
questioned by Menendez is the 
method of follow-up investigations 
after the occurrence of a crime.. "The 
committee should probe the 
adequacy of criminal investigations 
and find out just what kind of 
inquiry is carried out after a crime 
takes place on this campus," 
Menendez asserted.
An additional charge Menendez 
made was that none of the signs 
regulating traffic flow  on campus 
have been approved by the NJ 
Department of Transportation.
HE CALLED for implementation 
of a one-way system completely 
around campus and questioned the 
location of a stop sign at the bottom 
of the ramp leading towards the exit, 
mentioning that the inclined surface 
makes it "quite d ifficu lt to come to a 
full stop.”
Several committee members 
commented that the sign outside of 
the security shack instructing visitors 
to stop there was too small to be read 
by a passing motorist as is the sign at 
the back campus entrance. "This has 
resulted in many visitors being 
unfairly ticketed," Menendez said.
Emergency call boxes and an 
additional security shack were cited 
by Menendez as instrumental means 
towards expanding the effectiveness 
of the police/security system.
"THE CALL boxes could be 
located in key areas across campus, 
particularly across the stretch from 
Bohn Hall to Freeman Hall which is 
virtually empty at night so that no 
one would be likely to hear cries for 
help," Menendez explained.
He added, "An ideal location for 
the additional shack would be on the 
small hill at the intersection between 
in-coming and out-going traffic which 
is also in proxim ity with the radio 
tower. This shack could overlook 
Partridge Hall, the Student Center, 
Bohn Hall, and all surrounding areas 
so that this end of campus can be 
adequately protected."
Manny C. Menendez, SGA president, was elected president of the Board of 
Trustees of the Faculty Student Co-op at a meeting Monday night.
"The main focuses w ill be to maintain fiscal solvency of the building," said 
Menendez, "And to keep down student fees in light of the economic 
situation."
Persuant to the constitution of the Faculty Student Co-op, Menendez will 
serve the "General supervision over the affairs of the corporation."
The last president o f the Co-op was Michael Messina, last years SGA 
president.
EVALUATIONS ON FILE
The Student Advisory Council (SAC) of the home economics department 
plans to create an open file of all faculty summary sheets, according to Chris 
Ciacivattone, co-chairman of SAC.
Students interested in what other students have said about the faculty will 
be able to read these sheets before selecting the instructor.
Ciavattone said the summary sheets are written by members of SAC after 
carefully and objectively reading the evaluation sheets which are filled out by 
students o f the instructor.
Dr. Katherine B. Hall, chairman of the’ home economics department, feels 
that the open file is a "worthwhile endeavor" since the department has 
doubled in size over the last five years and students are finding it harder to 
know all the professors in the department.
Hall also felt that the open file would help students with other majors who 
want to take home economics courses.
CHOOSE COMMENCEEMNT SPEAKER
A sub-committee of the A ll -College Advisory and coordinating council 
charged w ith studying our honors, traditions and ceremonies w ill soon begin 
to select a commencement speaker for May 30, 1976.
Any member of the MSC community may submit the names of prospective 
speakers. By way of general criteria, the committee welcomes names of 
speakers whose names are familiar, whose remarks might be of interest to a 
range of students and parents, and whose credentials include evidence of 
scholarship.
Recommendations can be submitted until Frl., Oct. 31 by phoning x4421 
Monday through Friday 8:30 am to  4:30 pm.
Funds Lack ing
Manager FiredStation
By Janet Bertoldi
Charles Chirichello, a part-time 
MSC student, was fired from his 
position as full-time manager o f the 
Student Center gas station Friday. 
The position of full-time manager 
was terminated because of the 
station’s severe financial loss this 
year.
According to Tom DiFedele, 
Student Center Advisory Board 
chairperson, the station has been 
operating on a deficit and is currently 
on an austerity program.
"The overall cash flow of the 
station, year to date, is 
approximately $250,000,”  DiFedele 
stated, "w ith  a net profit of only 
$700.”
HAROLD OSTROFF, Student 
Center business manager, stated that 
Chirichello was separated from 
employment based on a jo int 
decision of the Faculty-Student 
Co-op management and himself.
"This is the normal procedure for 
hiring and separating all personnel," 
O s t r o t f  e x p la in e d . "The 
Faculty-Student Co-op board is not 
to ld ."
Doris Asdal, Faculty-Student 
Co-op director, supported Ostroff in 
that the management of the 
Faculty-Student Co-op did have prior 
knowledge of Chirichello's separation 
from employment and that it is not 
necessary for the board to know.
" I  CANNOT make a major 
decision such as hiring or separating 
any personnel without consulting and 
meeting w ith Faculty-Student Co-op 
management," Ostroff stated.
Both Ostroff and Asdal attested 
that Chirichello had been offered 
another job as a station attendant. 
Chirichello, unavailable for comment, 
has not yet accepted the position.
The position of fu ll- time manager 
was created in response to a 
reorganization of the Student Center 
in which the maintenance manager 
was no longer responsible for the gas 
station.
"CHIRICHELLO WAS hired July 
7 with the expectation that the 
station could afford and needed a 
manager," DiFedele explained.
"Chirichello was separated from 
employment in an attempt to save
MSC students money. Students 
should note that the Center is run on 
their student service fees in 
combination w ith funds generated by 
the Center's activities and 
businesses, ”  he said.
"Since there is no state subsidy of 
the Center i t  cannot afford to have 
any of its businesses operating at a 
loss. All Income generated by the 
Center goes back into the Center in 
order to keep student fees at a 
minimum," DiFidele continued.
"THE POSITION of manager was 
discontinued because the gas station 
was 1 losing money," Ostroff 
reiterated, "no t because of any poor 
performance or inefficiency on 
Chirichello’s part.”
He continued: "Chirichello'ssalary 
was approximately $10,000. The 
station could not afford that. Now 
we are trying to restructure it so that 
two students w ill be shift charges.
"As in many other areas of the 
Center In which managers have a dual 
ro le  and ' double up’ in 
responsibility," he added, "so must 
the station personnel."
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QUALITY REFERENCE, 
TECHNICAL & SCHOLARLY 
BOOKS AT SAVINGS OF 
50% TO 85% OFF ORIGINAL 
PUBUSHED PRICES
SUBJECTS BY THE DOZENS. TITLES BY THE HUNDREDS.
□  HISTORY □  SOCIOLOGY □  ART □  ECONOM ICS
□  PHILOSOPHY □  MATHEMATICS □  EDUCATION □  SCIENCE
□  HEALTH □  SPEECH □  LAW □  ECOLOGY □  TRAVEL
□  POLITICAL SCIENCE □  RELIGION □  BUSINESS Q  MEDICAL
□  ENGINEERING □  LITERATURE □  PSYCHOLOGY
□  LANGUAGES □  MUSIC □  MORE, MORE, MORE
MONTCLAIR BOOKSTORE
I
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I
The Great Tape Escape
Stereo Equipment 
Largest Selection o f Tapes 
8 track-Quad-Cassette-Reel
SUMMONS
YOU
To Their
Grand Opening Sale
The Great Tape Escape
THIS COUPON IS WORTH 70>j 
CENTS OFF ON A NY TAPE 
OR STEREO EQUIPMENT!!
WE GUARANTEE 
ALL OUR TAPES 
FOR 1 FULL YEAR!
The Great 
Tape Escape
t
£
171 Franklin Ave 
Nutley, NJ 07110
(201) 661-2132 
10:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. 
Daily
Please present 
this coupon_____
Jaffe Res i sted Me l t ing  Pot'
Karp Stresses Jewish Identity
By Kathy Shaffery
"Take a bunch of beautiful roses, 
add a group o f various lesser flowers 
and you w ill have a more beautiful 
bouquet."
With these words. Dr. Abraham 
Karp simplified the term pluralism at 
the second annual Julian F. Jaffe 
Memorial Lecture in the Student 
Center ballroom Sunday.
"THE QUEST for Identity in a 
Pluralistic Society: The Jewish 
E x p e r ie n c e  in  A m e r ic a ,”
co-sponsored this year by the MSC 
Bicentennial Committee, was given in 
memory of Jaffe, a distinguished
MSC author and professor of history, 
who died in 1973.
Jaffe, in his works, "stressed the 
identity of the individual in a 
pluralistic society," Karp said. “ He 
resisted the idea of a melting pot.
" In  the early days of Jewish 
im m igration to America, the 
immigrant Jew had the idea that 
America was a country where all 
races of men merge together into a 
new race of men," he continued.
AS A magna cum laude graduate 
o f Veshiva University, Karp 
completed his rabbinical studies at 
the Jewish Technological Seminary
of America with honors in 1945. He 
holds a MHL (Masters of Hebrew 
Literature) and honorary PhD from 
the seminary and is currently a fellow 
of that institutions’s Herbert Lehman 
Institute of Ethics. He is a member of 
the Institute of Comtemporary Jewry 
of the Hebrew University in 
Jerusalem.
For the past three years, Karp has 
been president of the American 
Jewish Historical Society and since 
1969 he has served as chairman of 
the editorial board of the American 
Jewish Historical Quarterly.
"The Jewish role is to help other
Big Friend P ro g ram
Women Can Volunteer/ Too!
By Angie Severini
Unlike last year, women are now 
welcome to volunteer their time to 
younger girls in the Big Friend 
program  started by Audrey 
Patterson, a 40 year-old senior 
sociology major at MSC.
Last year the program was open 
only to boys who volunteered their 
male companionship two hours 
weekly to a less fortunate youth who 
was without a father.
" I  am a widow who has raised my 
children the best I can; however, 
during that time I found they needed
1. Fill a glass wit'h nice, clean snow. 
(White only, please.)
2. Add Cuervo Gold Especial.
3. See it turn yellow?
4. Put a straw in and drink.
5. If snow is unavailable, use crushed ice. 
Or, forget the snow, and just put a straw 
in the bottle. Or forget the straw and 
just pour some Gold in a glass. Or just 
have some water. Must we make
all these decisions for you?
male companionship to help them 
function," Patterson said. With this 
in mind Patterson set out to cultivate 
a program that would assist these 
deprived youngsters.
LAST YEAR the program was 
under the guidance of the East 
Orange YMCA; this year it is being 
guided by the West Orange Different 
Strokes group.
If a problem exists that a 
volunteer is unable to handle, both 
the youth and volunteer may come 
to a group therapy session where the 
main objective is to achieve "peace, 
justice and human values."
The group also offers other forms 
o f counseling and tutoring for those 
who are not doing that well in 
school.
ACCORDING TO Patterson, the 
biggest problem this year is a lack of 
volunteers. She is attempting to
apply for state funding to NJ 
Governor Brendan T. Byrne.
Another problem is the sincerity 
of the volunteers. They volunteer 
their services, then suddenly don't 
show up anymore. " I t  must hurt to 
be waiting and have no one show 
up,”  one of the six volunteers in the 
program mentioned.
Some of the key qualities 
Patterson is looking for when 
interviewing a volunteer are their 
beliefs in youth, ability to relate to 
youth in a one-on-one basis, 
willingness to attend training sessions 
and ability to share their experiences 
with other Big Friends.
WHEN ASKED why she decided 
to come back to school and pursue 
such a task as this Patterson replied, 
"Better late than never."
If anyone wishes to find out more 
about Big Friend, call 678-8930.
Americans understand how the 
United States can be a pluralistic 
society," the six foot, middle-aged 
rabbi said.
"A PLURALISTIC society is a 
society of dual interests -- some 
conflicting, some complimentary. 
The American Jew’s greatest 
contribution to democracy and 
freedom is the right to be different 
while living in un ity," Karp said with 
a smile.
"The Jews should intermarry to 
build a new community to rise out of 
the melting pot. The dangers of the 
acceptance of a melting pot for 
America's culture and society would 
be the production of a monolithic 
society, a totalitarian sameness and 
the beginning of the extinction of 
American un ity," Karp said.
The rabbi spoke for an hour on 
the identity crisis of the Jewish 
community in the US. At the end of 
the lecture, a half hour question and 
answer period followed.
WHEN ASKED about the future 
of the Jew in America, Karp replied, 
"There are several factors that will 
militate against Jewish survival in 
America. First, the increasing birth 
rate is reducing the number of Jews 
born in the US each year. Second, 
young people are marrying out of 
their Jewish religion and bringing up 
their children with different religious 
beliefs.
"And last, there is a more 
scholarly generation in America now 
questioning the Jewish heritage," he 
concluded.
The lecture was arranged by a 
committee headed by Dr. Jeshaia 
Schnitzer, rabbi of Temple Shomrei 
Emunah in Montclair. Dr. Helen 
Royer, professor of history, chairs 
the Bicentennial Committee.
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Jewish Student Union 
sponsors
GYM /SW IM  NIGHT
S un., O c t . 26 
7-10 pivi
a t  the YM-YW HA
o f M etropo litan  N e w  Jersey,
7 6 0  Northfie/d
West Orange
FREE!
Tired of studying for midterms?
Take a break and come on down 
to co-ed volleyball and swim 
between JSS of Rutgers 
and JSU of f.iontclair!
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STUDENT
GOVERNMENT
ASSOCIATION,
INC.
KNOW YOUR 
SERVICES!
DROP-IN 
CENTER
The Drop-in Center, situated between the Student Center 
and the Math/Science building, offers peer counseling and 
information and referral services. It remains open 24 hours a 
day; the telephone number is 893-5271.
i
NOTARY
PUBLIC
SGA President 
Manny Menendez and 
Beverly Alston, SGA 
bookkeeper, will be on 
hand daily in the SGA 
office as notaries to 
c e rtify  contracts, 
deeds and other legal 
documents.
DUPLICATING
CENTER
The SGA office on 
the fourth floor of the 
Student Center houses 
a mimeograph machine 
and a new, coin- 
o p e r a t e d  X e r o x  
machine. Also, postage 
stamps are sold in this 
office.
POSTER
PRINTING
The form for 
having a poster printed 
may be obtained from 
the SGA office on the 
fourth floor of the 
Student Center.
Telephone 893-4202,4203
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Tifine! W ould  HoMECOMÌNq D eemecJ S u ccess
Classified
FOR S A L E : Custom  b u ilt
10-speed b ike, 25 In. fram e, top  
q u a lity  European and Japanese 
com ponents, $170. Call Greg or 
Bob at 279-7375.
FOR S A L E : Dark brow n dyed 
ra bb it fu r coat. 1940 ’s style, 
exce llen t c o n d itio n . Call Denise at 
478-5587.
77 A N T E D : K eyboard is t and /or 
singer fo r band. Have rehearsal 
space and PA. Call John at 
746-7491 o r E ric at 471-8587.
FOR S A L E : 1970 Volkswagen — 
engine In pieces, many extra 
parts. Y ou can haul It away fo r 
$75. Call Jay at 746-2910.
FOR S A L E : T w o  large A dven t 
speakers, brand new co n d itio n . 
L is t fo r  $114 each, w ill sell pa ir 
fo r $150. Call Jay at 746-2910.
B A N D S : L ig h t shows fo r  dances, 
parties and clubs. Strobes, 
f la s h e rs ,  d im m e rs ,  colors, 
m irro red  ba ll and beacons. Rock, 
fo lk  or disco. Call G oo fy  L igh ting  
at 798-2295.
FOR S A L E : 1973 F la t hatchback 
Sedan. 26 ,000  m i., 35 mpg, 
s ta n d a rd  s h i f t .  E x c e lle n t  
c o n d i t io n ,  reasonable. Call 
944-4205.
F O R  S A L E :  M iscellaneous
merchandise, k itchen  set, tables, 
co lo r tv  antenna, etc. Call 
783-7432 or 746-4340 a fte r 3 pm 
all day Saturday and Sunday.
FOR S A L E : 1974 Camâro. 
E xce llen t co n d itio n , au tom a tic , 
a lr-c o n d it lo n in g , v in y l roo f, 
power brakes and steering. Low  
mileage, asking $3700. Call 
523-0062.
A V O N . Call Karen, yo u r campus 
representative, fo r  everyday needs 
or Inexpensive g if t  Ideas at 
748-4268.
E quitab le  o f  Iowa has an Idea fo r 
college seniors. C ontact M ichael 
Hatem at 667-8897 o r 461-2946.
STOP B E D W E TT IN G ! O ne-night 
Intensive tra in in g  fo r chron ic  
bedw etters o ffe red  In yo u r home 
b y  e x p e r ie n c e d  th e ra p is t. 
C h ild re n  en joy  th is  rap id , 
d iffe re n t m ethod. References, call 
783-5761.
V O IC E  LESSONS! Classical and 
popular. Breath c o n tro l, voice 
deve lopm ent, range extension and 
sight singing. Laura Carrano, 
professional singer. Free au d itio n , 
call 891-7351.
Genuine Puka-Hlshl (b row n /g rey) 
bracelets $6, chokers $10, 24-Inch 
necklace (H lsh l o n ly ) $17. A dd 
50 cents postage and handling to  
Sea Torto ise , 67 W hittlesey Ave., 
West Orange, NJ 07052.
C O M M ISSIO N S O F F E R E D  to  
student needed to  sponsor 
a r t-c ra ft showings on o r nearby 
campus. Call Fred G elbe lt at 
3 84-8926 o r w rite  Creative 
S culp tu re, 309 V a lley Rd., 
H aw orth , NJ 07641.
W A N T E D : College students to  
sell high fash ion rings. No 
In v e s tm e n t ,  la rg e  earnings 
possible. Call D is tinc tive  G ifts  at 
279-4976.
P A R T -T IM E : W ork w ith  m ajor 
corp. in local area. Hours fle x ib le , 
exce llen t tra in in g  program . M ust 
be 18 and have car. For 
in fo rm a tio n  call M r. B a lly  at 
278-4432.
FOR S A L E : Yamaha 12-string 
gu ita r w ith  an ex tra  set o f strings. 
E xce llen t co n d it io n , $90. Call 
998-2293.
FOR S A L E : Men's 10-speed 
Raleigh b ike  - ju s t like  new! Tw o 
locks and b o ok le t. R oyal blue, 
asking $85. Call 783-6861.
F R E E  C L A S S IF IE D 6  are 
available to  MSC students on ly . 
They are lim ite d  to  20 words In 
length and m ust be presented in 
person at the M O N T C L A  RI ON 
o ff ice . S tudent Center fo u rth  
flo o r. They m ay N O T represent 
any com m ercia l Interest o r they 
become paid ads. Deadline Is 
F riday  noon before pu b lica tion . 
C lassifieds m ay be renewed fro m  
week to  week by ca lling  the 
M O N T C L A R IO N  o ff ic e  by 
F riday  noon.
THIRD WORLD SHOWCASE: The Black Students Cooperative Union 
sponsored MSC's first annual Third World Homecoming last week with a 
number o f events, including a beauty pageant for Third World Homecoming
Iupper left), talent show participant George Knowles as Elton John Iupper 
right), a mock commercial from the talent show featuring Virginia Smith and 
Knowles Ilower le ft) and an informal moment with co-coordinators Susan
Queen, a talent show for the untalented and a cabaret. Some scenes from the 
festivities include: Homecoming Queen Lucy Melendez, seen in competition
Travel and Leisure 
presents
A Trip to the
WNBC-TV Studios 
in New York City!
Thurs., Nov. 6  
Bus leaves Panzer 
G ym 12:30 pm !
C ost $2 per person
You may sign up and pay 
starting today in the CLUB office!
Blackwell and Brenda Coleman. BSCU president Darrell C. Spencer deemed 
the festivities as a proud success for all concerned.
FREE OFFER
For Foreign 
Car Owners 
Only!
J s  Show us the key to your foreign |ob lo prove 
you're one of us — and we ll give you FREE 
somelhing to attach it to: A oenuine leather key fob 
with your cars insignia in brilliant enamel There s 
nothing to buy. It s yours just for coming ini 
Matrix. The European-style Foreign Car Depart­
ment Store.
Owning a foreign car takes you apart from the crowd 
Which is why you should visit Metrix. It's different 
from the crowd of auto parts places you'll find all over 
the area We specialize in foreign cars From all over 
the world, we bring you parts, accessories, in­
strumentation and publications to make your im­
ported machine safer, faster, more comfortable, 
more economical — and a lot more fun to drive than 
you ever thought possible You II like our prices And 
appreciate the fact that we probably have in slock 
right now exactly what you need Do something great 
for your stale of driving Motor into Metrix today And 
find out what Foreign Car Excitement is rpally all 
about
U l
metrix
foreign car parts 
of new jersey
1275 Bloomfield Avenue, 
Fairfield, N.J.
Telephone 575-0180
OFFER EXPIRES 
NOVEMBER 1, 1975
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Drago ns 
To Slay
The Board of Higher Education put together its budget for 
1976-1977 last week and at least it shows a step in the right 
direction -- no one appears to be cowing to the threat of losing 
money for public colleges.
Even $429.2 million has merely been termed “ adequate -- not 
lush” by Ralph A. Dungan, chancellor of higher education. Colleges 
will not make any significant gains with this figure but they won’t 
lose much in the way 6f facilities and services.
But even before education officials go to battle (for there’ll surely 
be one) over next year’s budget, Dungan should go to bat in the 
legislature for the $10 million he says colleges need this year just to 
stay afloat. All this hedging and ominous quiet concerning a tuition 
hike for next semester tends to put a hard working student on edge 
about how much more his wallet will be stripped in just a few 
months.
Meanwhile, things don’t look so well as far as student unity 
against tuition hikes goes. Not mentioning the meager attendance at 
last Thursday’s tuition forum or the ambiguous support given to 
groups like the SGA or the New Jersey Student Association (NJSA), 
of course.
January is less than three months away. As each student fills out 
his registration form with all the courses he hopes to get next 
semester, he should think about how much more costly each course 
will cost by month, by week, by hours, by minute and finally one 
might come to the conclusion that he has been sleeping while he 
should have been awake.
Dungan has his dragons to slay and we’ll have ours.
Consider
All Sides
A considerable amount of sentiment seems to exist that Dr. 
Robert Cherry of the economics department be retained despite the 
evaluation results that his employment not be continued.
While the department hasn’t yet made any statement of reaction 
to the student protest or petition being circulated on behalf of 
Cherry’s retention, it seems very clear that some reconsideration of 
the economics department’s personnel advisory committee’s 
recommendation is in order.
Not many teachers have caused such a demonstration of protest 
over their possible firing in recent years as Cherry so when such a 
protest does come to light administrators should take notice.
Granted, the idea that students like a particular professor is not in 
itself a criterion for keeping him on but it shouldn’t be discounted 
and should definitely be considered. Decisions in any situation are 
best made with all possible input from all possible sides.
Manny Menendez
No Rules W ithout Voice
Administration without representation seems to be the 
current trend in policy-making at MSC.
Last month, 1125 dorm residents returned to their 
rooms to find that Lawton W. Blanton, dean of students, 
had arbitrarily issued a directive that bans the use of 
alcoholic beverages from all dorm areas outside an 
individual student’s room.
Not only was this harsh edict formulated and 
administered without the knowledge of the dorm students 
-  or any student -  but Blanton’s policy is also unwritten: 
a clear example of the arbitrary and slipshod policy­
making so often applied to students at this college.
Pressured by more than 100 irritated dorm residents, 
Dr. Raymond Stover, director of housing and Thomas F. 
Stepnowski, director of student activities, attempted to 
pacify the situation by developing what they considered a 
more lenient interim alcohol policy. This “great 
compromise” allows for seven parties per month, to be 
held under rigidly restricted conditions.
RA’S UNSATISFIED
Fortunately, the Resident Assistant (RA) Boara, not 
satisfied with the lack of student representation of dorm 
students in an issue so pertinent to their own interests, 
continued to pressure the housing alcohol committee; it 
seems that now Stover has promised to develop a new 
policy -  under the advisement of RA’s -  to be completed 
by Sat., Nov. 1.
Unfortunately, Stover has remarked that he regards
that promise as a “target date” rather than a deadline.
This travesty is a piercing breach of good faith which 
the administration pretends to have with the students of 
MSC. The 1125 dorm students are a vital part of campus 
life but they’ve been virtually ignored by an indifferent 
administration.
SOLIDIFY BOND
It is time that the bond between students and the 
policymakers of this college be realized, for the reality of 
that bond has yet to be demonstrated.
In fact the repeated actions of this administration to 
omit student input in such vital issues that affect their 
very lifestyles manifests the claim that there is no bond at 
all.
The administration at MSC should fully recognize the 
SGA as the viable representative of student interest in all 
policy-making décisions.
Good faith would be restored if Blanton would invite 
the SGA to join him in exploring the future possibilities 
of establishing an audible dialogue between students and 
administration in issuing to the SGA some degree of veto 
power in all student-oriented policy-making.
All MSC students and in particular, our dorm 
residents, should watch the housing alcohol committee 
and Stover. It should be interesting to note if our 
“master-marksman” Stover -  in all his good faith -  hits 
or misses his target.
Soapbox
CCP Alive and Living at MSC
To the Editor:
The popular courses of the 
s t u d e n t - s p o n s o r e d  Campus 
Community Program (CCP) may have 
missed the deadline for the spring 
registration booklet.
This is meant to let students 
know that CCP is alive and well. 
There’ll be courses on religion, 
Marxism, feminism and the satire of 
Lenny Bruce.
All courses are on a pass/no fail 
basis and some cany humanities 
credit. You can take a CCP course 
pass/fail even though you may be 
taking another course pass/fail, too.
Look at your mail registration 
carefully. Information on the CCP
courses may be included in the 
“additional courses” sheet you get in 
your mail. There’ll also be flyers or 
signs on the campus so that you may 
exercise your option to include one 
of these courses in your spring 
program.
Dr. Theodore Price 
assistant professor I  English
fButt’ Disgust
To the Editor:
1 am sure that the editors of the 
1975 LaCampana did not realize how 
exactly the ass-end of a Volkswagon 
suited their publication. It does 
prophesy the quality and intelligence 
we might expect to be absent in the 
remainder of the book.
1 am very positive the graduates 
of 1975 will look to their yearbook 
with the same sentiments of 
humiliation and disgust that I wish to 
express. The publication exhibits the 
literary expertise and content of a 
kindergarten scrapbook.
Note the misspelling of several 
words, “intramurel” being one. Look 
at the object for mentalities of one to
six years, “The SGA Game.”
There is a devastating lack of 
composition, photographic ability 
and good taste. I am certain the 
addition to the graduating class of 
I.M. Easy is appreciated by the 
classics department as a gesture of 
the mentality level of the editors and 
of the MSC administration.
It is a depressing fact that MSC 
graduates will more enthusiastically 
show their high school yearbook 
rather than La Campana 1975.
Virginia M. Malloy 
Spanish /education 1976
We Do Exist!
To the Editor:
The article entitled “Clinic 
Possibility Under Study” appearing 
in the Thurs., Oct. 2 issue of the 
MONTCLARION stated that there is 
no agency offering free clinical 
services.
The College Health Center on 
MSC campus does free pregnancy 
tests and free blood tests for syphilis.
Dr. Lillian Rosenberg
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Scales Tip as 
W eight Favors Tax
By John Slorance
The need for increased revenues in New Jersey through a 
graduated income tax is a point easily proven. Budget cuts are being 
instituted all through the state government, college tuitions are 
rising at an ever increasing rate and still our state approaches a 
financial crisis similar to that of New York City.
Causes for this situation are many but two main obstacles are 
primarily responsible. Our state debt has become so unmanageable 
that the interest expense is strangling financial operation. 
Exorbitant spending in past years and borrowing in the form of 
bond issues have dug a hole that will be very hard to escape from.
Naturally, inflation is placing a squeeze on government.
The conclusion is obvious: New Jersey needs more money very 
quickly.
CREATE $
The implementation of a state income tax would generate the 
needed revenues, allowing us to balance our budget, pay our debts 
and provide necessary state services. Yet despite this need New 
Jersey continues to refuse the creation of a state graduated income 
tax.
To the students of MSC who are mostly members of the middle 
and lower economic classes blocking the income tax is very serious.
Presently New Jersey acquires most of its money from property 
levied equally against rich and poor (sales excise and nuisance taxes) 
while property taxes are borne mainly by the middle class.
When a rich man goes to the store he pays the same 5% sales tax 
as the poor man even though his ability to pay is much greater. The 
upper income earners often avoid property taxes through tax breaks 
that only they can take advantage of.
EXPLAINS TAX
A graduated income tax would be a tax levied according to 
income brackets with the wealthy paying what they can afford 
instead of the middle and lower classes paying what they can’t 
afford.
Those opposing a state income tax espouse greater thrift in state 
institutions -  cutbacks. This is fine if you are of a high income and 
don’t use state facilities like MSC. Cutting college funds means 
lowering the quality of education. In effect it is sacrificing our 
futures and well-being in order to preserve the high incomes of the 
wealthier people in this state.
New Jersey needs money and it will get this money somehow in 
order to save the state from financial ruin. With a graduated income 
tax all citizens will pay what they can afford. Without its 
implementation property, excise and sales taxes will go up 
substantially. The middle and lower classes will be forced to carry 
the burden of state finance, a burden they can’t afford and one 
which they have carried too long.
Focus
Society Upheaval Haunts 
Halloween Celebration
By Barbara Willis
Society changes and within 50 
years a “new development” becomes 
a potent force in our lives. Society 
changes. Millions of tiny dots are 
flashed in rapid sequence to create 
electronic images of superheroes and 
demi-gods.
Society changes and the turmoil 
o f progress, the quest for 
achievement, the daily dog-eat-dog 
routine creates frayed nerves, deep 
depressions, fractured dreams.
Society changes and Halloween 
suddenly becomes a field day for 
psychopaths with villainy in their 
hearts and a hat red for 
doorbell-ringing children.
Yet Halloween lives. Much of its 
punch is gone and its innocence is 
rapidly being replaced by wariness on 
the part of parents and public 
officials alike. The holiday’s 
popularity has decreased dramatically 
over the past four years, so much so 
that some towns are prohibiting the 
age-old custom of “trick or treating.” 
CUTTING TRAGEDY
Despite the searing message of a 
razor blade discreetly hidden in an 
apple, Halloween continues to 
breathe. Much of its sustenance can 
be attributed to the children, who 
relish dressing in different garbs and 
role-playing for the one special day.
A market still exists for the 
costumes, since school functions, 
parties and parades encourage such 
disguises. Whereas the tradition 
before the advent of tv focused on 
ghosts, witches and pumpkins, the 
current Halloween trends are 
media-oriented.
. ............................. ................................................................... ................................................. .
Improving Your Relationships!
The Psychological Services Center is offering four workshops designed to help people 
expand their awareness and have more satisfying relationships. They will meet one hour a week 
for six weeks. Each one is geared toward helping the participants take a close look at one 
dimension of their lives.
LEARNING TO BE ASSERTIVE
This workshop is for people who want to discover new ways of expressing themselves and 
asserting their thoughts and feelings, both positive and negative. It’s based on the idea that 
direct, non-assertive expression of needs works out better than indirect, non-assertive or 
aggressive expression. There are Assertiveness Training groups for women alone and for men 
alone.
COMMUNICATION WORKSHOP
This workshop will focus on various aspects of communication (listening, verbal and 
non-verbal self-expression, openness and responsiveness). In addition, it will focus on helping 
students feel more relaxed in class so as to participate more fully.
TEST ANXIETY
This workshop is for those students who become especially nervous before or during an 
exam. Several methods will be taught that may help to reduce this tension.
PERSONAL GROWTH WORKSHOP
This workshop is designed to help people move toward greater self-awareness, self-direction 
and self-actualizing behavior -  toward freedom, productivity and joy.
To sign up for these workshops, 
come to Psychological Services,
Annex Four, Room Nine (Mrs. Day, Secretary) 
or call 893-5211.
The prefabricated costumes are 
aimed at the three to 10 year-old age 
bracket, since a strong desire for self- 
expression tends to take hold after 
this period of adolescence.
TV HEROES
It is no accident that the 
important characters in costumes 
happen to be the flashy superheroes 
and favorite cartoon figures of the 
Saturday morning set. The only real 
exceptions this year are the 
Bicentennial costumes of George 
Washington, Betsy Ross, Uncle Sam 
and Miss Liberty, along with 
filmdom’s only entry on the 
Halloween scene, the shark from 
“Jaws.” Otherwise, Casper, Road 
Runner, Bugs Bunny, Shazam and
Batman all prove the overriding 
power of the tv tube.
It is interesting to note that last 
y e a r ,  a l o n g  w i t h  t he  
car toon-populated market, the 
Halloween merchandisers added a 
political line to their wares, with the 
star attraction a Nixon mask. None 
of the top costume producers are 
promoting the former president and 
his cohorts this season.
Perhaps the media’s emphasis on 
Bicentennial history is at the root of 
the matter. The ballyhoo over 
Watergate has been phased out by 
Shell’s “historic minutes” implying 
the inherent strength of our nation. 
And society, again, is changing.
Guest Spot]
Homosexuality- 
What Bible Says
By Bob Price
Reading the MONTCLARION’S editorial page, the bulletin 
boards and the rest room graffiti, one can see that homosexuality is 
an issue on campus. Gay writers demand respect, ask for 
understanding or seek liaisons with other gays.
Some straight writers support gay concerns while others mock 
and condemn. It might be helpful to bring another perspective to 
the issue. What does the Bible say about gays and homosexuality 
itself?
Gays deserve respect and love. They like anyone else are humans 
made in the image of God who loves them. However, God’s ideal for 
sexual relationships is a male-female one in the context of marriage. 
Total, creative, complementary fulfillment is the best way and 
anything else is considered wrong.
CONSULT BIBLE
Two biblical statements supporting this statement are: “You 
know that no fornicators, adulterers, nor homosexuals shall inherit 
the kingdom of God” (1 Corinthians 6:9-10) and “You shall not lie 
with a man as with a woman. It is an abomination.” (Leviticus 
18:22).
The example of Jesus is illuminating here. He freely associated 
with social outcasts and sinners but called them to change their 
behavior. God loves us all, but demands that we give up our sins, 
whether homosexual behavior, hatred for gays or anything else.
But can homosexuality be given up? It seems that homosexuality 
is conditioned rather than genetic in origin. God promises the power 
to change this conditioning (see I Corinthians 6:9-11) if one will 
give his or her life to Jesus Christ. We know of such changes 
occurring today.
We are asking for an end to ridicule and persecution of gays and 
for obedience to God’s moral standards by gays and straights alike.
Letters to the Editor should be 
typed, double-spaced (margins 
set at 10 and 72). Only signed 
letters will be considered for 
publication.
Student signatures 
should include the writer’s major 
and year, faculty signatures 
should include the personal title 
and/or department and the 
home address should be included 
should the writer have no 
connection with MSC.
Letters
should be no more than 150 
w o r d s  in length.  The 
MONTCLARION reserves the 
right to edit for brevity, style 
and redundancy.
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Music, Poetry Blend 
In Prof's Reading
By Amy Kroll
Percy E. Johnston, poet and 
instructor of English at MSC, gave a 
poetry reading on Oct. 16 at 
Westbeth, an artists' co-op in 
Greewich Village, New York City. He 
read eight of his own poems and five 
by other poets including two which 
he translated from Chinese.
About 60 people, some of them 
Johnston's students, crowded into 
the small gallery to hear him read. 
Guests were offered punch as well as 
fru it and expensive cheeses which the 
$2 contribution at the door helped to 
pay for.
Johnston opened with two poems 
in memory of jazz singer Billie 
Holiday, one written by William A. 
Walker and the other by Walter 
De Legal I, who was present at the 
reading.
Dressed in a three-piece gray suit, 
matching shirt, white and lavender 
dotted tie and buck shoes with cream 
colored socks, Johnston read 
expressively, his voice modulating 
between highs and lows, sometimes 
fading out almost entirely only to 
come back with even more energy.
HE READ four o f his own 
sonnets — unsentimental musical 
pieces dealing with love. He stood at 
the corner of the small stage glancing 
back and forth from his manuscript 
to the audience's intent eyes, raising 
his left arm occasionally to 
emphasize key phrases.
" I  have to sit down for this one,”
Johnston said before reading his 
translation of a Tu Fu poem. "You're 
supposed to be serene when you read 
O rien ta l p o e try ,”  he said, 
''everybody knows that." He read Tu 
Fu's "From  the South Sea" and Li 
Po's " I Ch'in O" which he called an 
"ancient Chinese blues song."
The evening's peak came when 
Johnston read his poem entitled 
"Porgy’s Lament: Bess oh where's 
mah Bess," a deeply involved poem 
about Porgy's strung-out lover who 
runs off w ith another man.
There was a musical quality in the 
poet's voice that drew the audience 
to the edge of their seats. In parts the 
poem became almost a blues song in 
itself as Johnson's voice rose and fell, 
reverberating through the small 
studio.
Johnston read two more of his 
own poems and another by William 
A. Walker. He concluded with his 
long poem "Sean Pendragon 
Requiem: In Memoriam J.F.K.,”  
written shortly after Kennedy's 
assassination which marked the end 
of Johnston's political inclinations.
When he had finished reading the 
audience clapped enthusiastically and 
a few people whistled and shouted, 
"A ll right! All right!" as if 
applauding a singer at a concert.
A WARM burst of applause 
accompanied Johnston as he stepped 
down from the stage and walked to 
the rear of the room to listen to the 
open reading which followed.
His reading was sponsored by 
Calliope, an organization o f poets 
which sponsors weekly poetry 
readings.
Johnston was born in New York 
City in 1930 to a musical family, his 
father being a jazz drummer and his 
mother a concert harpist. He received 
a BA from Howard University where 
he studied literature, philosophy and 
history and an MA from MSC.
Johnston is the leader of a group 
known as the Howard Poets, who 
publish their work in "Dasein,”  a 
quarterly which Johnston edits. In 
1973 several of Johnston's poems 
appeared in Stephen Henderson's 
"Understanding the New Black 
Poetry,' an analysis of black poetry 
in terms of black speech and black 
music
Johnston's poetry is musical in 
the sense that he places a great deal 
of emphasis on metrics. When asked 
to compare his poetry to music 
Johnston said, " I  don't see any 
difference between the tw o."
• ......................................
A rt L e c t u r e
John Perreault, art critic of 
the Soho Weekly News and a 
member o f the William Paterson 
College fine arts faculty, will 
speak at today's free A rt Forum 
at 1 pm in Calcia Center 
Auditorium.
The forum is being held in 
connection w ith an exhibition 
entitled "Borrowed in New 
Jersey," which was coordinated 
by Perreault and is being shown 
jo in tly in Gallery One and William 
Paterson's Ben Shahn Hall. 
"EXHIBITIONISTS"
Applications are now available 
for the Fine Arts Council's 
exhibit of student art work in all 
media to be held Nov. 11-14 in 
Student Center ballroom C.
E n t i t l e d ,  ' ' T h e  
Exhibitionists," the show will 
offer all students regardless of 
their major a chance to showcase 
their art work.
Applications may be obtained 
in the SGA office, the fine arts 
department office or the Student 
Center information desk.
W ELLM O N T
THEATRE
Bloomfield Ave. 
Near Montclair Center
M O N T C L A R IO N /A m y  K ro ll
MUSICAL METRE: English instructor Percy E. Johnston reads his poem 
“ Porgy's Lament: Bess oh where's mah Bess" during a poetry reading at New 
York City's Westbeth, an artist's co-op last Friday night.
ShoutiRg Matches
By EYIike Finnegan
The Whole Theater Company’s base in the First Baptist Church 
lends itself beautifully to intimate, close-up productions but the 
company's current presentation of Eugene O'Neill's "More Stately 
Mansions" severly undercuts that to make the long drama barely 
worth sitting through.
Even though O'Neill conceived the play to be part of an epic 
cycle of plays set in America's past, we are basically seeing one 
period of one American family. However, director Tom Brennan has 
the actors stuff their performance so full of sweeping gestures, 
mannerisms and shouting matches that this close-up look inside a 
100-seat theater seems designed for a 2000-seat auditorium.
THE ACTING keeps this bunch of unsavory characters all the 
more unsavory and the biggest transgressor is Olympia Dukakis as 
family matriarch Deborah Harford, whose jealous love for her son 
Simon (Arnold Mittelman) prods her to sever him from his wife Sara 
(Jessica Allen).
Dukakis throws in many mannerisms, including a breathy voice, 
a wary air and slyly scanning glances to depict a haggard woman on 
the brink of madness. These are all surface tricks with no real 
substance and the net result is that the audience sees a troubled 
woman with absolutely nothing underneath to make her watchable 
or understandable.
Her deliberate pauses and profound close of her eyelids seem to 
telegraph "Look at my smoldering torm ent!" but these components 
only serve to make up a cliched mixture of mannerisms, not a 
portrait.
THE SAME goes for Mittelman and Allen, although their roles 
aren’t as flamboyant by nature. Mittelman has a few good moments 
in the second act when the audience can recognize the genuine evil 
and gnawing corruption that make his ruthless Simon a low 
character.
But the rest of the time, he wears a sickly smirk or bellows with 
a throaty yell that are all artifice. Also, his hand gestures so 
accentuate any given sentence in his conversation that their 
perpetual motion not only distracts but undercuts his supposed 
subtlety as a ruthless schemer.
Allen does reflect her gradual takeover by the mother's 
personality and wears the gaudy and just right cotumes by Nancy 
Dobrydnio very well. Her brogue is inconsistent throughout the 
entire show but she does portray admirably a woman who has 
clearly separated passion and love. When she is not shouting, her 
portrayal doesn't come o ff badly.
OBVIOUSLY NOT much time was spent on the other 
characters, portrayed by and large in stereotypical fashion by Gerald 
Fierst (straight-as-a-stick brother, literally), Stefan Peters (foxy 
family lawyer with a touch of lechery) and Ernie Schenk (pompous 
businessman with sideburns that spray like a fountain).
Paul Dorphley's set, even given the tight budget of the company, 
portrays none of the gaudy, crumbling grandeur of the family and 
throws the production by underplaying while the actors overplay.
Marshall Spider's lighting has a few good moments isolating 
characters in their torment but does little  else on its own to tone 
down the effect of the actors.
HAVING FAILED to get the actors to commune in character, 
Brennan's scenes come o ff as unevenly paced. His selection of 
creepy music to begin the scenes investsa modicum of atmosphere 
that the actors unfortunately diminish.
s3 3 , 5 0 0 , 0 0 0
Unclaimed
S c h o l a r s h i p *
Over $33 ,500 ,000  unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids, and 
fellowships ranging from $50 to $10,000. Current list of 
these sources researched and compiled as of Sept. 15, 1975.
U NC LAIM ED  SCHOLARSHIPS
11275 Massachusetts Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90025  
□  I am enclosing $9 .95 plus $1 .00 for postage and handling.
■ mmm mm mm mm i^ m  mam mm mm mm mm mmm mm
P L E A S E  RUSH YOUR CURRENT LIST OF 
UNC LAIM ED  SCHOLARSHIPS SOURCES TO:
Name.
Address.
City. .State. .Z ip .
(California residents please add 6% sales tax.)
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Production Injects Spirit Into
By Victoria Smith
Several fine performances, some 
vibrantly performed country music 
and square dancing, extravagant 
costumes and a fair amount of local 
color can't quite disguise the fact 
that "Dark of the Moon" is a poorly 
written, excessively talky and slowly 
paced drama.
The Howard Richardson and 
Richard Berney play has almost no 
consistency. While the first act
positively drags, act two picks up to 
become cons ide rab ly  more 
interesting, and the ending is truly 
heart breaking.
JUDGING FROM the final dress 
rehearsal, director Dennis McDonald 
hasn't done much to improve upon 
the play's inadequacies. He has left
too many loose ends, and while he 
succeeds in getting superior 
performances from lead players 
James Van Treuren and Lori Smith, 
he pays too little  attention to the 
development of some of the minor 
characters.
One of the strong points of the 
production are the many 
bluegrass-type songs which the cast, 
especially Brian Shannon and Phillip 
Bernardi, performs so dynamically.
Set in the Appalachian hills of 
Virginia, "Dark of the Moon" is the 
story of the love affair of Barbara 
Allen, a young, attractive mountain 
girl played by Smith, and a warlock 
played by Van Treuren. Marion Z. 
Murphy as the Conjur Woman makes 
him human so that he can
Barbara Allen, but on the condition 
that she remain faithful to him for 
one year after their marriage. The 
townspeople are both shocked and 
angered by this unnatural marriage.
SMITH DOES an excellent job 
portraying the free-spirited Barbara 
Allen. She has several really fine 
moments, most notably at the revival 
meetings and the superbly played 
final scene.
Van Treuren's entrances as Witch 
Boy John create a rare magic. His 
characterization is always true and 
always appealing. Every emotion he 
feels is blended very subtly into his 
characterization, and it is a real 
pleasure to watch this capable actor 
perform.
Joan Dellano as the Dark Witch,
r ' r u u c c D c r u f 't?  , , ,  M O N T C LA R IO N /S u e  Castner
c u iv i- t  H t tv L t : James van Treuren as Witch-boy John confers with some witches prior to becoming human in the
Major Theater Series production o f  " Dark o f the Moon. "  The Howard Richardson and Richard Berney drama with 
music w ill be performed today through Sat.. Oct. 25 at 8:30 pm. with a 2:15 pm matinee on Fri.. Oct. 24 in Memorial 
Auditorium.
In order to select movies for the rest of this semester, the Cinema Committee of the College 
Life Union Board would appreciate your opinions on the following movies which are available 
to us. Please check, in numerical order, three of the following movies you would like to see.
A M AN  C A LLE D  HORSE
AN D  NOW FOR SO M ETH ING  C O M PLETELY  D IFFER EN T
THE EXO RC IST
LEN N Y
LITTLE  BIG MAN
M O NTY  PYTHON AN D  THE HO LY  G R A IL
M Y  F A IR  LA D Y
PSYCHO
RACE WITH THE D EV IL  
THE TW ELVE C H A IR S  
TO M M Y
THE TOW ERING  IN FERN O
Please return your answer to the boxes which are located at the Student Center Information 
desk, the mam desks of each dorm or to the CLUB office. Thank you for your help.
Drama
Patti Thompson as the Fair Witch 
and John T. Bower as the Conjur 
Man create the mystical force the 
play needs and often lacks. And 
Murphy is suitably whiny and 
nagging as the Conjure Woman.
MARY GRACE Nowak as Mrs. 
Bergen again proves that she can take 
a minor role and create a forceful, 
memorable performance. Joe 
Marienella is equally good as her 
husband, and the two of them stand 
out as a most amusing couple.
Yvonne Rossetti again proves her 
competence and versatility with a 
convincing performance as Barbara 
Allen's mother.
There is some problem with the 
rest of the performances. Michael 
Kevin Chartier as Marvin Hudgens has 
a role which he could have made 
memorable, but he misses the mark. 
His acting is shallow; he stamps and 
yells a lot, but his performance lacks 
genuine force and it is often difficu lt 
to understand him.
THERE WERE several other minor 
parts which could have been brought 
across successfully but weren't. 
Henry Lipput failed to come up with 
his usual fine perfomance, and Mary 
Ann Monteverde lacked the needed 
spark. This is not to say they were 
downright bad; they weren't, but 
they have done better in the past.
There are also some small
problems with W. Scott MacConnell's 
set and lighting design. Initially, the 
set creates an appropriately 
mysterious mood with a whits 
backdrop with stark black bushes, 
trees and fences painted on it. When 
lit in very shadowy light, it does 
indeed create a night for witches to 
come out.
Some of the scenery itself, 
however, lacks the needed warmth. 
The lighting is most definitely too 
dark. It is hard to imagine lush 
countryside when the lighting is so 
dark and the scenery overly stark. 
The misty effect is just too much; 
one must constantly strain to see the 
action.
Joseph F. Bella's costuming is 
absolutely superb. The only thing 
that might be faulted is the lack of 
color in the witches' costumes.
"Dark of the Moon," produced by 
the speech/theater department's 
Major Theater Series, has been 
entered in this year's nation-wide 
American College Theater Festival 
Competition, which the Major 
Theatei Series won two years ago 
with "The Mandrake."
"D ARK OF the Moon" w ill be 
performed today -- Sat., Oct. 25 at 
8:30 pm, w ith a 2:15 pm matinee on 
Fri., Oct. 24. Tickets are priced at 
$1.25 for students, $2 for senior 
citizens and $2.50 general.
Variety Evident 
In Capitol Concert
By Scott Garside
Variety was the keynote of Friday's Fleetwood Mac/Procol Harum/David 
Blue concert at the Capitol Theater. Fleetwood Mac's rock and blues sound, 
the progressive rock music of Procol Harum and Blue's folk-oriented material 
provided over three hours of music for the 3000 people attending the 
concert.
DAVID BLUE
Blue, the opening act, performed a brief but pleasant 30-minute set of 
some of his more melodic songs, in addition to several things from his new 
album, "Com'n Back For More." Showing a marked likeness in appearance to 
both Bob Dylan and Leonard Cohen, Blue accompanied himself on acoustic 
guitar and piano.
While his deep, throaty voice tends to become monotonous after a while, 
there is no denying the fact that Blue is a competent musician. His guitar 
playing is simple but impressive and his piano playing a bit more complex but 
still basically uncomplicated.
PROCOL HARUM
Procol Harum, the second billed act, literally stole the show. Playing for 
nearly two hours, the band performed material from all nine of its albums. 
Opening with "Typewriter Torment" from their latest album, one could 
speculate that their performance was going to be special — and it was.
The band was called back for two encores and during the second one, 
pianist/vocalist Gary Brooker asked the audience to vote democratically on a 
song. The audience vote via shouts was split between "Fool's Gold" and "A  
Whiter Shade of Pale.”  To settle the split, Procol Harum played both songs 
after which they received thunderous applause.
BROOKER IS one of the finest lead singers around. His voice is expressive 
and he possesses the ability to belt out the lyrics or to interpret them gently. 
All five members are proficient on their various instruments but B.J. Wilson's 
drumming and Mick Grabham's lead guitar work are exceptional.
In "Grand Hotel," one of the group's better known songs, Grabham played 
an extended solo which evolved into "The Dtanube Waltz" on which the other 
members joined him.
Some of the other songs the band performed included "Shine on Brightly," 
"Conquistador," "A  Salty Dog" and "Pandora’s Box," the current single from 
their most recent album.
FLEETWOOD MAC
Fleetwood Mac was licked before they came on stage. It would've been 
impossible for them to upstage Procol Harum but they entered confidently 
and for an hour performed tunes from a number of their albums, 
concentrating, however, on their latest effort, "Fleetwood Mac."
Vocally, the group was together but Lindsey Buckingham's guitar was so 
loud at times that Christine McVie's keyboard were smothered and barely 
audible. Although Buckingham is a competent guitarist, his extended solos 
began to sound monotonous.
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Royal Flash’
Blend of Swashbuckling, 
Slapstick Makes for Fun
By Mike Finnegan
Richard Lester's taken to 
romantic adventure films of late, and 
his latest blend of swashbuckling 
slapstick , “ Royal Flash," is a fun 
movie.
Based on George MacDonald 
Fraser's "Flashman" novels, the film  
tells the exploits o f a Victorian rogue 
whose high times and low spots are 
anything but usual. Lester, as always, 
makes fun of his "dashing hero“  as 
well as the nasty villans against a 
colorful background and lavish 
19th-century period recreations.
RIGHT AWAY fun begins in the 
choice of Malcolm McDowell to 
portray protagonist Harry Paget 
Flashman. McDowell, an actor 
associated with the wild and the 
unorthodox in past roles as in 
"Clockwork Orange" and “ O Lucky 
Man," does right by the conceit, the 
boyish charm and the flamboyance 
of the roving Flashman.
McDowell can call upon his
expressive wide eyes and his lap-dog 
smile to recall the basic boy in all 
daring young men, and he really lets 
loose on the comic scenes in which 
he reluctantly faces danger. His 
method of swordfighting across table 
tops cuts a comical sight. Lester 
doesn’t  let the character get too 
dramatic or too lovable and 
McDowell suits these conditions.
For color amidst the already 
respelendent background of London 
or breathtaking Balkan scenery, 
Lester has corralled Florinda Balkan 
as the notorious Lola Montez and 
Britt Ekland as a princess, Alan Bates 
as a dexterous swordsman and, 
although this one's hard to swallow, 
Oliver Reed as Count Otto von 
Bismarck.
A LL OF these players take part in 
the frothy intrigue of Fiashman's 
being dispatched from his swank life 
in London to impersonate a 
mid-European ruler and finding his 
life threatened in all sides by lovers
and haters alike. While the suspense 
mounts. Lester provides some nicely 
comic scenes.
There's a gambling house that 
becomes quietly discreet just as the 
joint's being raided, McDowell 
writhing in pain as Reed scars his chin 
w ith a sword and McDowell sliding 
down over the treacherous castle 
courtyard on a telegraph wire to 
crash into a took shed. Granted, the 
type of comedy has been glimpsed 
before and the humor is decidedly 
gentle but it is consistent.
Another fun asset that recalls 
old-time film  adventure sagas is the 
florid score adapted by Ken Thorne. 
T he  l o u d  an d  p o mp o u s  
orchestrations recall the lush music 
of Erich Wolfgang Korngold's 1930's 
Warner Brothers years.
LESTER'S SENSE of playfulness 
keeps "Royal Flash" bouyant. 
Although it doesn’t knock you on 
the oround with ingenuity, its brand 
of funmaking keeps on going enough
" /  DO! I D O !:"  Disguised as Prince Car! Magnus, Flashman IMalcolm McDowell) weds me elusive Duchess Irma o f 
Strackenz In a scene from the bawdy Victorian farce "Royal Flash.'
U  J  t t « H  * .V  m. M  ■
• Ä r T a  V U f  ^ ' i f f
p p  * ■ T  i |  R ‘  RRspyi]
V>
LIMP SCENE: Malcolm McDowell as the swaggering Flashman has wedding 
night difficulties with Duchess Irma o f Strackenz, played by B ritt Ekland, In 
Richard Lester's new film, "Royal Flash. "
to amuse and keep the viewer in good 
spirits.
Fraser's script isn't populated 
with swashbuckling cliches from the 
Errol Flynn years, although his 
con tem porary popular idioms, 
discreetly placed to seem appropriate 
to the situation, are nonetheless 
distracting.
Bates does a nice job as the 
white-garbed hit man of the German 
count, and his superior, debonair 
attitude makes him an adversary to 
be reckoned with. He has fun with 
his role, unlike Reed who hams it up 
as Bismarck with a pidgin-like accent 
and a dour, monolithic face.
BALKIN IS sensous and bitchy 
while Ekland is...Ekland, but neither
of the girls are as formidable as say, 
Faye Dunaway and Raquel Welch in 
Lester's two "Musketeers" films of 
the past two years. Lionel Jeffries is 
funny to look at but it's ultimately a 
waste of talent for him in a 
speechless role.
One more touch of fun is supplied 
by the excellent photography of 
Geoffrey Unsworth, who captures 
the brisk bold look of a sunny 
Bavarian afternoon while his 
nighttime scenes glimmer w ith a very 
discreet haziness that has a dreamy, 
storybook effect.
"R oya l Flash" is not a 
laugh-a-minute comedy, but the 
apparent richness of its execution 
makes it a fun flick.
Haytonto Com m and  
O rgan  in  Recita l
Russell Hayton, whose distinguished career as an organist, choir director, 
composer, and teacher spans half a century, w ill be presented in a free faculty 
recital in Memorial Auditorium on Sun., Oct. 26, at 4 pm.
Hayton's mastery of the organ has received wide recognition. His most 
recent honor came in the form of an invitation to play at the 250th 
Anniversary Festival of St. John's Anglican Church in Christiansted, St. Croix.
THE RECITAL w ill open w ith three works by Buxtehude: prelude, fugue 
and chaccone. These w ill be followed by the chorale, "We Pray Nowto the 
Holy Spirit”  and the Jig Fugue. Hayton w ill also play the Trumpet Tune from 
"Suite in D" by Stanley;"Fuguein E-flat (St. Anne),"by Bach;"Sketchin F 
m inor"and "Sketch in D-flat minor" by Schumann;"Prayer of St. Gregory" by 
Hovhaness; and Allegro Vivace from "Symphony V " by Widor.
Hayton will be assisted by music major Richard Hagen on the trumpet.
The organist has been at St. Janes' Episcopal Church in Upper Montclair 
since 1943 and served on the Bloomfield College faculty before coming to 
MSC in 1954. From 1926 to 1943 he was the organist at St. Bartholomew's 
Church in Chicago and during part of that time taught in a Chicago high 
school. He held his first position as an organist at the age of 14 in Appleton,
Wis.
Montclair State College 
Speech/Theater Department
Major Theater Series
M R K
Mooiclair State College 
Memorial Auditorium 
Phone 746*9120
Standard $2.50 Student $1.25 
Senior Citizen $2.00
C ru p i ’ s Goal  De c i sive
FDU Boo ter s Top I rid ions
By Lonny Cohen
The New York - Pennsylvania 
Region's number two ranked soccer 
team, Fairleigh Dickinson University, 
regained the momentum by spearing 
two first half goals but it was a 
second stanza score by Frank Crupl 
that finally did MSC in, 4-2, 
Wednesday at Teaneck.
The winning score came at 28:54 
of the second half when Crupi 
dribbled around the left wing past 
one MSC defender and hooked a shot 
that twisted around goalie Bob 
Mykulak into the right side of the 
apron.
"THAT WAS one of the nicest
goals I’ve ever seen," FDU coach 
George Glasgow said after the 
victory. “ He played a very tough 
angle and hooked it right around the 
goalie. It was really a beaut."
The Indians (3-5-1) had taken the 
early lead against the heavily-favored 
Knights when Kevin Welter crossed a 
pass to Jeff DeCandia who sent a 
high shot into the right side of the 
goal.
The Knights retalliated quickly at 
14:58 when Sebastian Tontodonati 
blasted a ball from the right side off a 
pass from Carlos Merchan.
FDU took a 2-1 lead 28 seconds 
later when Ricardo Cotaldi took a
pass from Merchan in front of the 
goal and just managed to tap it 
through Mykulak.
THE KNIGHTS threatened once 
again at 12:23 when Merchan dribbled 
through a bevy of Indian defenders 
only to have the shot roll slightly to 
the left of the goal.
MSC tied the game for the last 
time at 10:13 when a Knight 
defender headed the ball in front of 
his own net and Brian Pinney beat 
Knight freshman goalie Pepe Ferrar, 
sliding the ball under the diving , 
goalie.
Play deteriorated in the second 
half into a very physical contest.
"WE WERE chasing them and they 
were playing a short-pass type of 
game," MSC coach Bob Wolfarth 
explained. " I t  was a very physical 
game to begin with anyway."
Crupi picked that time to put FDU 
in front for good before the Knights 
closed out the scoring with 5:11 left 
in the game. Merchan dribbled right 
past an MSC defender and drilled a 
high shot past the charging Mykulak, 
who was tying to cut down the angle.
But although the Indians played 
FDU tough, Wolfarth didn't see it as 
a moral victory.
" It 's  still a loss," the disconsolant 
coach said. "We've lost three one-goal 
games and this should have been 
another one. We could have been 
defeated with adaquate goaltending 
which we think we have now that 
Bob Mykulak has been in there."
SHERWOOD - BSR - KOSS - DYNA - PICKERING - KLH - ALTEC - AR - GARRARD - SONY - PIONEER
If you do not hove your "Wholesale 
Privilege Cord," bring your I.D. cord 
to our showroom and we will issue you 
o cord.
IN-DASH AM-FM  
CASSETTE STEREO 
PLAYER
Push-button controls 
Fast Forward Control 
Cartridge Eject
ORIG. $169.95
NOW
/
VAHO om  Y AY
T T P H O U s i^  
( A P P LI 
1 J CENTI i
WHOLESALE PRIVILEGE
SAVE on portable,
manual and electric
typewriters . . . olsa
calculators.
MAIN SHOWROOM
20 PASSAIC AVENUE 
FAIRFIELD N J 07006
H*ur$ (FtirfitM  Only)
Mon 9-9 Thurs
Tu«s 9 6  Fn
Wed 9 6  Sal
This Card Entitles the Bearer to Choose from 
Top Brand T V s. Radios. Stereos and Audio 
Components, Refrigerators. Air Conditioners. 
Oishwashers, Disposals. Freezers. Washers. 
Dryers. Ranges. Fine Furniture, Beddma. Car­
peting, Sewing Machines. Watches &  Jewelry 
at Special Wholesale Prices 
For Auto Purchase, Tiros and Auto Service 
Information, Call (201) 227-6828
BRANCH SHOWROOM
73 LAFAYETTE AVE (RTE 59) 
SUFFERN N Y 
1914) 357 6928 
Hours (Sultorn ONy)
Mon 9 6  Thurs 9 9
Toes 9-6 Fn 9 9
Wed 9 6  Sal 9 4
♦
BASF
Stereo Component» at Wholesale Prices
30 Day Exchange Privilege if any Component is Found Defective
BLANK RECORDING 
TAPE CASETTES
Performance Series:
Low Noise/ Extended Range
Special
Price
$1.13
List
C 45 2.50
C 60 2.85— $1.36
C 90 4.25— $1.94
Cl 20 5.75— $2.55
Studio Series: Ferric Qxide 
High Output
C 60 3.75— $1.70
C 90 5.60— $2.50
C120 7.50— $3.30
Chromium Dioxide (CR02)
C 60 3.75— $1.74
C 90 5.60— $2.50
Cl 20 7.50— $3.35
B Track:
Performance Series:
Low Noise/ Extended Range
45 min. 3.10— $1.40 
64 min. 3.35— $1.51 
90 min. 3.75— $1.69
Studio Saries:
Low Noise/ High Output
45 min. 3.75— $1.70 
64 min. 4.10— $1.85 
90 min. 4.35— $1.97
Sherwood - Garrard - Fisher
SHERWOOD 
$7010, 20 Wafts . 
RMS AM/FM 
Receiver 
Orlg. $189.95
GARRARD 42M,
Phono, Baso,
Cover, Pickering 
Cartridge 
Orlg. $103.00
FISHER XP65 
Speakers 10"
Woofer, 4 "
Midrange 
3 l i "  Tweeter 
Orlg. $220.00 pr.
Now All For 
Sove $256.95 over 50%
Complete Stereo System 
Total Original Price $512.95
Sansui - Dual - EPI
SANSUI 661,
50 Watts RMS 
AM/FM Recolvor 
Orlg. $349.00
OUAL 1225 
Auto Chonger 
Baso, Dust Cover, 
Shura M9IED 
Cartridge 
Orig. $218.00
EPI Booksholf II 
Speaker (Handles 
to 100 Wotts 
RMS)
Orlg. $360.00 pr.
Save $465 over 50 ', 
Complete Stereo System 
Total Original Price $927
Now All For
RECEIVERS Orig. 
PIONEER SX 939, $599
AM/FM Receiver 
MARANTZ 2270, $599
AM/FM Receiver 
(140 Watts RMS)
TURNTABLES 
ARXB Turntable 5199.95 
Includes Base, Cover, 
Shure M9IEd Cartridge 
GARRARD 0100C, $209
Auto Changer 
EMPIRE 59BIII $399
Turntable Includes 
4000 D III Cartridge
HEADPHONES
KOSS PRO 4AA, $70.00
KOSS PHASE $145
2 plus 2 (4 Channel)
KOSS ESP9 $175
(Electrostatic)
SALE
$399
$388
TAPE DECKS Orig. 
AKAI 4000DS $299
7 " Reel Tope Deck,
AKA I CS34, $199,95
Cassette W/Dolby
CARTRIDGES 
SHURE M91EO SS4.9S
STANTON 600EE $55
STANTON 681EEE $84
CAR STEREO
PIONEER 
TP223-8 Track 
With (2) TSS Speakers
SPEAKERS
A R IA  Speakers aa. $295 
ULTRLINEAR 
1000, ea. $199.95
KHL 6V aa. $129.9S •«
$79.95 $ 3 9
aa.
HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCE CENTER
20 Passaic Avanua, Fairfield, N. J. 07006 
73 Lafayatte Avenue, Suffern, N. Y. 10901
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Ed Kaloudis gets Excedrin Headache Number 141.
Jackson, Kaloudis 
Display Talents
Would you travel 3,000 miles to break three bricks with your head, stick 
your hand into flames or come w ith in  inches of slicing a girl in two?
Then you're not Sensei Edward Kaloudis, advisor to the MSC Karate Club 
and coach of a 16-person United States contingent that competed in the First 
Venezuelan International Karate Tournament last weekend.
KALOUDIS DIDN'T take part in the competition but gave a thrilling 
demonstration of self control and mind over matter. The black belt took his 
head to three bricks tied together, making cinders out of them and then sliced 
through four flaming two-by-fours with a blow of his hand.
He climaxed the demonstration by slicing in two a watermelon with a 
samurai sword as the melon rested on a girl's stomach.
But not all of the tournament was involved in this phase of the sport. Ken 
Jackson, an MSC student and Karate Club member, placed second in a field of 
over 80 contestants in green belt Kata, an aspect of form , which has been 
handled down through the generations.
JACKSON, AN advanced green belt, not only sparkled in this 
memorization of techniques but also made it to the semifinals o f fighting, his 
best area, where he is defending New Jersey State AAU Champ.
Joann Scardlis, a Long Island resident who helps instruct in the club, was 
first in women's black belt Kata while Al Vacca, an adjunct professor at MSC, 
was third in black belt fighting, the only American to place in that category.
Glen Cecchine, a graduate student kjre , participated in the event but didn't 
place.
WINTER 
t he BEST
Winners All. When you pick a Speedo® 
Lycra® suit tor your swimming fun you 
will be the center of attention.
Winners wear SPEEDO swimsuits, ^ ■ j
610 Pompton Avenue 
Cedar Grove, N. J.
2 3 9  71 77
G oggi  es,  
S w i m  Caps'  
Kl og s 
Wa r m  up
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Exiting coach Cathy Paskert checks with her bench.
Paskert Goes Out 
A Genuine Winner
By Joan Rizzio
"The best time to retire is when you are winning," declared Dr.
Cathy Paskert, who relinguished her successful coaching reins this 
year after guiding the MSC women's basketball team to 10 winning 
seasons.
"  I've done as much as I can in coaching women's basketball ," 
continued Paskert. "The only thing that the team didn’t  accomplish 
was to  win the regionals."
WHEN ASKED about her reasons for retiring, Paskert, who 
received her doctorate in ihealth science i from the University of 
Utah, replied, " I  want to go out and pursue other interests such as 
lecturing in the health field. I couldn't satisfactorily continue both 
coaching and working in my department (health professions), 
because the demands as a coach were getting greater and greater 
w ith the addition of scouting to the list. I 'll miss my associations 
w ith the students, coaches, and officals however."
Paskert, who used to be in both the physical education and the 
health professions departments at MSC, is strictly in the latter now.
Besides teaching and lecturing this year, she w ill also officiate at 
some college basketball games.
She commenced her illustrious coaching career at MSC in 1965, 
and for the next 10 years she was the driving force behind the 
emergence of the women's basketball team as a top-rated team. Her 
coaching career is fu ll o f impressive feats.
From 1969 to 1975, the team compiled an outstanding 74-17 
mark, including an unbeaten season in 1971.
UNDER HER the MSC finished on top in the New Jersey State 
Tournament three out of the four years it was run, 1971,1972 and 1974; 
and it has qualified for the Middle Atlantic Regionals every year 
since they began.
Paskert ended her long and successful career as coach with but 
another winning season. The 1975 team finished with a 13-4 
record, and she revealed that the season was very satisfying. Not 
only did the team capture fifth  place in the regionals by winning the 
consolation fianls, but it also proved that it can successfully 
compete against high-quality teams w ithout being pushovers.
Last season was very satisfying because we had a rather d ifficu lt 
schedule, and we held our own. She said, "Our biggest win was 
against Southern Connecticut, the third ranked team in the nation.
We played top-ranked teams and they didn 't run us o ff the court."
PASKERT CONTINUED, the Middle Atlantic Regionals are the 
toughest regionals in the nation, and winning the consolation finals 
there was a real accomplishment. The national champion of the 
runner-up has come from our region the past couple of years."
Paskert proudly conveyed that MSC has been the team to beat in 
New Jersey all along, and it  has a good program which has attracted 
quality players.
"We have better talent now than we have ever had. Theskill level 
has improved phenomenally, w ith MSC developing into a very 
sophisticated team organization," she said.
"OUR TRADEMARK has always been our aggressive defense. 
Except for Carol Blasejowski, who averaged 20 points a game this 
year, we haven't had any outstanding shooters. Our strong points 
have been our zone presses and player to player defense."
Paskert leaves behind her 10 very successful and dedicated years 
In basketball and is looking ahead to the same success In her future.
Holy Fami ly  Coach
Wendelken’s Next Up
Maureen Wendelken, the new 
women's basketball coach, has a 
tough act to follow, namely very 
successful former coach Cathy 
Paskert. However, after looking at 
her own background in coaching and 
her many accomplishments, she 
should have absolutely no trouble at 
all.
A former outstanding basketball 
player herself, she has compiled an 
impressive 192-32 record at Holy 
Family Academy after 14 years of 
coaching. She has molded that team 
into a feared and respected 
organization, Holy Family won 
NJSIAA State North Section title 
this year, along with accumulating six 
North Jersey Catholic Girls 
Basketball League titles and four 
divisi onal crowns.
WENDELKEN WAS named Coach 
of the Year this past season after 
guiding her team to a 24-1 mark, 
adding to five other NJCGL coaching 
awards that she has already received. 
Among her other accomplishments ia 
a 44-game winning streak from 
1963-1965.
" I 'm  very excited and it's a big 
challenge," commented Wendelken 
when asked how she felt about 
coming to MSC. " I 'm  extremely 
happy to be working with girls who 
have such tremendous ab ility ."
"I've already met w ith the captain 
of the team, Randi Burdick, and I'm 
looking forward to meeting the other 
players at a general meeting or when 
the tryouts begin on Nov. 15."
Wendelken, the former Maureen 
McLaughlin, is married to John 
Wendelken, the Palisades Park High 
School basketball coach. She is an 
alumna of MSC having received her 
MA and BA here.
This school year, In addition to 
coaching at MSC and Holy Family 
Academy, she is teaching elementary 
physical education in Hoboken.
Although there are some 
differences between high school and
college basketball, Wendelken sees no 
problems in adjusting. She stated, 
" I ' l l  try to do as good a job as Cathy 
Paskert has done, and I'm looking 
forward to a winning season."
-Rizzio
A N N O U N C E M E N T
C AL IF O RN IA 'S  LARGEST LAW  SCHOOL  I
WESTERN STATE UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE OF LAW
OF ORANGE COUNTY
AN ACCREDITED LAW SCHOOL
OFFERS A PROGRAM OF 
FULL-TIME LAW STUDY 
TO BEGIN IN JANUARY
IN EITHER 2i/2 or 3 YEARS of FULL-TIME law study 
(15-16 classroom hours per week); or 
IN EITHER 3V2 or 4 YEARS of PART-TIME day, evening, 
or weekend law study (3 classes per- week, 3-4 hours 
per class);
You con earn your JURIS DOCTOR (J.D.) degree and 
qualify to take the CALIFORNIA BAR EXAMINATION.
WRITE OR PHONE FOR CATALOGUE
Dept. 140
1111 North State College 
Fullerton, CA 92631 
(714) 993-7600
APPLY N O W  FOR DAY, EVENING, OR WEEKEND 
CLASSES BEGINNING JANUARY 19, 1976
SIMILAR PROGRAMS AVAILABLE AT C O O R D IN A T E  
CAMPUS IN SAN DIEGO
STUDENTS ELIGIBLE FOR FEDERALLY INSURED STUDENT LOANS 
APPROVED FOR VETERANS I
D O D D S 10 No. Center St. Orange, NJ 678-2270
OCT. 26
“ONL Y THE BEST PL A YS DODD ’SI ”
The Biggest Party Night of the Year! 
Sunday DODD’s cordially invites you to our
13TH ANNIVERSARY PARTY
featuring two o f the best bands
ASYLUM and Kinderhook Creek
Join in and celebrate with us!
f r i., ocT. 3i Halloween Costume
Party with HOLME!
TONIGHT! TONIGHT! 
Thurs., Oct. 23
Free Admission with This Coupon!
BONNIE PARKER BAND Long Island’s No. 1 Rock-and-Roll Band!
DODD’S ORANGE -  10 No. Center St., Orange 678-2270
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Bee S t i n g s  Princeton
Friends, Romans, Countrymen
By Lonny Cohen
The bee or not the bee, that was 
the question at Brookdale Park 
Tuesday. Whether twas nobler for 
Princeton University to blame its 1-1 
tie with MSC's field hockey team on
the bee sting that felled the Tigresses' 
leading scorer or just to take the 
sting in stride.
Princeton coach Penny Hinckley 
couldn't help but to be upset 
when Anne Oltmier, her top goal 
producer, was nipped before the
game and sent to the hospital to 
check the swelling. Hinckley spent 
the rest of the day trying to figure 
out why her squad couldn't manage 
more goals.
“ WE DID dominate play," she 
admitted after the game. "But that 
didn't do us much good. We've had 
trouble putting the ball in the net all 
season and we really missed Anne. If 
we had her, we could have scored at 
least two more goals."
But Squaw mentor Donna Olsen 
didn't feel that her team was at the 
top of its game either.
" I  don't think that we played our 
best hockey," she commented. "We 
were making basic mistakes like 
passing into the Princeton girls 
instead of toward the open spaces."
NEVERTHELESS even with 
Princeton putting constant pressure 
on MSC goalie Tracy Brown, it didn't 
manage to tie the game until 39 
seconds were left to play.
R i g h t w i n g  A m i e  Knox 
stickhandled past two defenders and 
sent o ff a shot from 15 yards out 
that slipped through Tracy Brown's 
pads.
The first half was marked by 
constant Princeton pressure and the 
adament defense of Brown and the 
Squaw fullbacks.
THE FIRST break came at the 
23-minute mark of the half when 
Cindy Beredino got o ff the Squaws' 
first shot on goal and made it count, 
sending it into the left side of the 
goal for a 1-0 MSC edge.
"Patty Carty just gave me a 
perfect pass and I drove it  in, that's 
a ll," Beredino remarked.
The second half found MSC with 
a little  more offensive drive, but the 
Tigresses continued to apply the 
majority of the pressure. Each team 
thrilled the crowd on one occasion 
with aerial shots that barely missed 
their marks.
The tie brought the Squaws' mark 
to 4-1-1 while Princeton was 
deadlocked for the second time 
aqainst four victories.
M O N T C L A R IO N /L o n n y  Cohen 
TO THE OFFENSE: Santa Pandolfo beats a Princeton University defender to 
the ball during first ha lf action o f MSC's fie ld  hockey match. The Tigresses 
lost their leading scorer before the game and had to settle for a tie.
Don’t get caught with your 
cologne down.
from English Heather.
Reg. $2.00
Special College Offer:
$ J O O Looks like a tountaln pen- 
works like an aerosol.
Technology has come to the rescue of the man 
who doesn't want to muff a big chance but is no­
where near his cologne.
It’s the new Pocket MIST-er from English Leather®.
It’s handy. You can take It or tuck it anywhere.
And you can choose from six distinctively differ­
ent cologne fragrances.
Sudden rendezvous? Instant grock? Just whip 
out the MIST-er, press the button and—zip—you're 
wired up. And she’s fired up.
And you get 200 guaranteed sprays. At a $1.00 
savings. So now you don’t have to ask where the 
action is. You can take it with you.
Over 200 guaranteed Iresh up sprays.
Enclosed is my □  check, □  money order for
$____ Please send me □  Cologne MIST-ers
at $1.00 ea. (Check scents and quantities.)
□  English Leather □  Lime □  Ginseng
□  Wind Drift □  Musk □  Timberline
nam e................................................................
address ..........................................................
s ta te . zip.city.............
mail to:
MEM Company, Inc.
Dept. GMW , Box 359, Passaic, N.J. 07055 ' 
Otter expires Nov. 30, 1975. __________________ I
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FOOTWORK: MSC netminder Tracy Brown makes a kick save against 
Princeton University at Brookdaie Park Tuesday. The Squaws were outplayed 
but managed a 1-1 tie.
Horn, Schleede  
In itia te  Program
By Joan Rizzio
Developed by Dr. Joan Schleede and Dr. George Horn, the new 
Sports Science Professions concentration in the physical education 
department is designed to provide physical education majors and 
non-majors with a greater understanding of the many aspects of 
athletic coaching.
The Sports Science concentration was in iti ated this semester with 
the addition of three relevant courses to the department of physical 
education: "Coaching - Principles and Problems," "Mechanics of 
Athletic Performance," and "Anatomical and Physiological 
Foundations of Coaching," with the latter two courses being for 
non-majors only.
THE PROGRAM serves two specific purposes: it provides 
in-depth experiences at coaching athletics as well as teaching, and 
makes for a concentration in the scientific basis of coaching for the 
non-physical education major whose goal is to become an academic 
teacher-coach.
"It 's  a good and strong program," commented Dr. Joan 
Schleede. “ Right now the state of New Jersey doesn't require its 
coaches to be certified, but more than half of the other states do.
The national trend has been spreading towards certification.
"Before we developed our program, we researched the 
certification programs of other states," Schleede continued. "Our 
program is strong enough to insure our graduates of possible 
certification in other states. If and when New Jersey requires 
certification, MSC w ill be better equipped than the other state 
schools because we have already developed a coaching 
concentration."
THE SPORTS Science concentration gives students a greater 
awareness of the scientific basis behind coaching. It also better 
prepares them to handle athletic injuries. Schleede added,"To be a 
high school coach you must be a teacher ip the school and you must 
want to put in the hours for the money. In Bergen County, the 
number of coaches with non-physical education backgrounds 
outnumbers those with them. To be a college coach in New Jersey, 
you don't need credentials.
"You just have to demonstrate involvement in the sport. MSC 
typifies the situation. Some of its coaches don't even have physical 
education backgrounds. Having played the sport is not enough for 
coaching or for handling possible injury areas. Whenever dealing 
with a child or young people, I think there should be qualified 
personnel at all levels."
The federal government is looking into the question of coaching 
certification. Maybe someday it w ill mandatory and universal, and a 
lot of unnecessary injuries w ill be avoided.
Gridders Get Second Chance in Loop
By Steve Nuiver
Saturday must be the day MSC's football 
squad has been waiting for for a long time. The 
Indians get a chance to look their 1-3-2 record 
right in the eye and say "Sowhat?"
It's time for the Tribe to wipe out the past 
and look towards its last four games, all in the 
New Jersey State College Athletic Conference 
where they are (remember?) 1-0. William 
Paterson College looks like the likely outlet for 
MSC's frustrations.
"THE FIRST half of the season could be 
considered a preseason," offensive coordinator 
Don MacKay said. "Now we’re going after the 
conference. We have four games to win to take 
it and I'm confident we can win all of these.”
The first, this weekend against the Pioneers 
at Wightman Field at 2 pm is an important 
game for both teams. William Paterson still 
hasn't won all season. The Pioneers were idle
last week but dropped a 6-0 decision to New 
York Tech the game before.
"They've got to be hungry fo r victory," 
MacKay surmised. " I f  they win this game it 
could turn their whole year around."
BUT MSC must be hungry too. Ever since 
the first game with Kean College, the Indians 
have had disappointment after disappointment 
on the field. Last week they outdid 
WagnerCollege statistically more than two to 
one, but managed only a 0-0 tie with the 
Seahawks in the rain.
"We've generated close to 3000 yards rushing 
in each of our last three games," MacKay said, 
"But its has been wet the last two weeks and 
the team feels that on a dry field we are really 
going to generate an offense. We're getting tired 
of playing in a swamp. It's hard to get an 
offense going when you're ankle deep in mud."
He continued, "The last two weeks we
played against teams that were much larger 
physically and we were able to run at them. 
Our option also worked well despite the swamp 
and the continuous downpour throughout the 
whole game."
^  SEEMS that the Indians biggest problem 
has been their passing. More passes must be 
completed or else the running game w ill suffer.
" I f  we could pass more effectively everything 
would je ll,"  head coach Clary Anderson 
remarked, "This puts your opponents' defense 
back, opening more room for the run.' '
Anderson feels that the Indians' inability to 
score up close has also hurt.
"WE'RE ABLE to move the ball from the 20 
to the 20 yard lines," he said, "But we have got 
to do better inside the 10 and get that ball Into 
the end zone."
These thoughts w ill be in  the minds of the 
MSC coaches and players as they try  to finally
put it all together against William Paterson. 
However, the Pioneers won't be taken lightly.
"They've got a lot of new people,”  MacKay 
said. Their backs and receivers have speed and 
their quarterback can throw the long bal I."
PIONEER QUARTERBACK freshman Bob 
Pellechia w ill be passing mainly to ends Al 
Zanca and freshman Lance Sisco. The running 
chores w ill sit on the shoulders of senior Oliver 
Gass.
Defensively William Paterson has two 
potential all conference players in junior Tom 
Wolff and senior middle guard Ed Monaco, who 
will be trying to contain the strong MSC 
running attack.
"We haven't made any different plans for 
this game," MacKay said, "Our offense has 
weapons to attack every different kinds of 
defensive alignment they may try . ''
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Record  N o w  1-3-2
MSC Fit to Be Tied
' Wors t  Field E v e r ’
MSC, Hawks All Wet
By Bob Scherer
At times the rain was torrential. At times the fog was so dense that the 
players were barely visible. And at times it looked like some team would 
actually score.
But neither team did. And before a surprisingly large crowd of 
unbrella-hidden spectators, MSC and Wagner College struggled and sloshed to a 
scoreless tie on a quagmire named Fisher Field at Staten Island Saturday.
THE STANDOFF gave MSC a mark of 1-3-2 and places in jeopardy coach 
Clary Anderson's remarkable string of 33 winning seasons in 33 years of 
coaching. With four games remaining, MSC must win at least three and cannot 
afford to lose any if Anderson is to chalk up number 34. Wagner is now 3-1 -1.
If victories were measured by yardage gained, MSC would have won 
handily. Led by the hard running of halfback Jim Gwathney who had 148 
yards, the Indians outgained the Seahawks in total yardage 253 to 108.
Despite the yardage disparity, however, MSC was unable to penetrate 
deeper than Wagner's 15 and one potentially costly Tribe turnover led to the 
most serious scoring threat o f the game by Wagner.
THE TURNOVER occurred midway through the fourth quarter when MSC 
quarterback Randy Schenauer uncorked a long pass that was picked off by 
Wagner safety Ed Fisher. Fisher returned the ball 45 yards to the MSC 14-yard 
line and the state was set for a Seahawk score.
Two rushes by freshman ballcarrier Kevin Murrell brought the ball to the 
10 but MSC's Bill Swann caught Murrell for a loss of five on his third attempt 
bringing up a fourth and nine situation for the Seahawks.
The ensuing field goal attempt by Jeff Bryant never got off when a poor 
snap forced a fumble. Bryant picked it up and ran with it before being 
knocked out of bounds by Mike Christadore at the Indian 14 where MSC took 
possession.
ON TWO occasions, MSC came as close as the Wagner 15 and 18-yard line 
but both times lost possession on downs.
"I'm  happy with the way we competed but naturally disappointed that we 
didn't w in," Clary Anderson said after the game. "We handled the ball well on 
a wet field."
Wagner head coach Robert Hicks had similar words as well as praise for 
MSC." I thought the game was well played under the circumstances. We felt 
before the game and still feel afterwards that Montclair is a lot better than 
their record indicates.”
MSC OFFENSIVE coach Don MacKay was pleased with the performance.
" I t  was a super offensive effort considering the type of day it was. When 
you play in weather like this you give up a yard for every two you gain," the 
coach analyzed, adding, "Jim Gwathney was exceptional."
Defensive coach McKinley Boston admitted that the defense had an 
advantage but still deserved much credit in a shutout effort.
"The defense had a very distinct advantage on a wet field, except for pass 
defending, but we still received a super effort from them. They played with a 
lot of pride," he said.
Jim Gwathney
Gains 148 Yards
fiandy Schenauer
Indian Quarterback
By Al Barton
It was a storm that swept the entire Eastern seaboard and forced the 
cancellation of the World Series for three days. It was rainy, foggy and cold. In 
short, i t  was damn miserable. However on Saturday MSC and Wagner were not 
playing baseball and in football the show must go on.
The groundskeepers wanted the game called.
The players and fans suffered.
The referee had no comment.
ON A playing field better suited for slopping pigs than playing footbal I, the 
Indians and Seahawks sloshed to a scoreless tie in Staten Island.
It was Parents Day at Wagner and obligated parents made up the vast 
majority of the sparse crowd. They came armed w ith umbrellas, ponchos and 
boots. It was all in vain however, because after about five minutes every soul 
at Fisher Field knew they had as much chance of staying dry as a statue has at 
a pigeon convention.
It is often said that a tie is like kissing your sister. Not so on this day. If she 
hadn't already drowned you probably couldn't have found her in the fog.
YOU WOULDN'T have ever known that the world's largest suspension 
bridge, the Verazano Narrows, was located just one mile from the hill top 
campus. The soupy stuff at times obscured the fan's sight of thelend zones but 
that made little  differeence as neither team ever got that close.
Clary Anderson was to later say that this was the first time in the last 18 
years that one of his teams had been shut out. There can be no doubt that the 
playing conditi ons had a large say in this.
The "game" quickly became an exercise in fu tility . “Sventy two men 
assaulted each other, desparately flailing away in the gook. The ball became 
slick and the fumbles frequent. Pass plays turned into comic adventures with 
receivers slipping and sliding for helicopter passes.
MEANWHILE BACK, up in the stands the remaining fans were having a 
tough go o f it. People were slipping on the wet stands and dropping like flies. 
The public address announcer, who himself sounded under the weather, tried 
to amuse the fleeing fans.
He characterized the fans as "brave souls" and questioned their sanity. He 
introduced the second half w ith: "Despite rumors to the contrary, there will 
be a second half." The gutsy fans responded w ith resounding boos. The 
players weren't so lucky, they had to  stay.
Mercifully the contest finally ended. The announcer's words droned loudly:
"Wagner 0, Montclair State 0 and the rain plenty."
